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0UNDLE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY THROUGH THE EYES OF

JOHN CLIFTON

MoRE than 20 years ago, when I was Vicar of Oundle, an enquirer wrote to me asking whether
there was any record in the registers of the Parish Church of the burial of one John Clifton in
the year 1784 or thereabouts. He told me he believed John Clifton had been Parish Clerk or
Sexton and that some of Clifton's old diaries had come into his possession and that he hoped
they might one day be published. Further correspondence followed and eventually the diaries
were sent to me to do what I liked with them. The diaries consist of 16 manuscript books measuring
12 x 4 inches each, generally with the year and description written on the outer cover e.g. Day
Book 1766-a few outer covers are missing. Occasionally the name appears e.g. "John Clifton
1771" with "John Clifton 1771 Day Book" h,eading the first page, which begins Tuesday, January
1st 1771. They cover the years 1763 to 1784. The Day Books for 1774, 1775, 1780, and 1783
are missing.
John Clifton made it his practice to record weddings and burials at the parish church.
I checked all these items with the entries in the church and found them to correspond so far as
names and dates are concerned, giving evidence of John Clifton's substantial accuracy. However
his entries are enlivened by the continual use of nicknames and by derisive comments e.g. 24 July
1770 "Little Bob Spectacles and Bett Fitzjohn married to-day," and on 9th April 1770 "To-day
Old Ireland aged 76 was married to Miss Dillingham of 25 an agreeable young lady with a
Cambridge fortune-Horns boys Horns", indicating that John Clifton anticipates that the old
man will be made a cuckold.
The earlier Day Books contain brief entries only, concerned mainly with work done; as
time goes on the entries are more and more detailed, and include descriptions of many kinds of
local events. I was fascinated to read how frequently John Clifton was occupied about the parish
church, putting up a new almanack in the vestry at the beginning of each year, repairing the
gallery, the pews, the bell wheels and the belfry stairs, going up onto the lead roofs to clear away
snow after a heavy fall, as I remembered had still to be done by those responsible for the building.
In the earlier Day Books he writes of working under "Master" with several others and he does
several jobs for Mr. Barnard (i.e. the Rev. Benjamin Barnard, Vicar of Oundle 1765 to 1796). He
notes that on Tuesday 9th July 1771 "Today the Bishop of Peterborough confirmed about 1,000
Blaggards at our Church." The bishop of the diocese at that time was John Hinchcliffe (17691794); I don't know whether he officiated at this Confirmation himself. From the large numbers
it would appear that there had not been a Confirmation in the district for some time. John Clifton's
satirical style of writing is characteristic of him. As the years go by he evidently became a person
of standing in the town, whether or not he was actually parish clerk I am not sure. As the years
go by his writing becomes more and more vivid and gives a lively picture of the life of the town
from the point of view of a man of the people, when the inhabitants were known to him by such
names as My Lord Shag, Bob Spectacles, My Love Brown, Dennis Tell Truth, Corporal Round 0,
Chin Shelton, Little Sharp and Fire Barber. At regular intervals he records the receipt of2 gallons
of gin. Many of the names of inns and streets which he mentioned still survive: The Talbot, The
Ship, The White Lion, New Street, and Black Pot Lane-names of people and places still well
known in Oundle were mentioned incidentally in the Day Books e.g. Branston and Walcottand 'the Build'.
The Day Books are chock full of material throwing light on the social conditions of England
in the later part of the 18th century. The grossness of the language is often repulsive and at times
the general impression seems to be one of brutality and degradation. But that impression is
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0UNDLE.

TALBOT HOTEL, NEW STREET.

Photo: National Monuments Record

modified by the writer's obvious pleasure in his garden, planting his "nunklesses" and kidney
beans, happy when he saw his flowers "in blow" and expressing with the help of words from the
Bible, his thanksgiving for a plentiful harvest. He is by no means only a retailer of local gossip
and slander. He is also so much interested in astronomy that he builds himself an observatory
and records the names of the stars he sees at night. It is pleasant to read of him busying himself
with his Globe.
The Day Book begins with the entry, Monday 17th, apparently October 1763. "John White
Bedstead setting up and shelf." On Saturday 23 October 1763, "Mr. Bramston Parrot Cage
Mending". Presumably John Clifton's customer was Mr. Bramston, Solicitor, living at Bramston
House. The house is now one of the houses of Oundle School and stands in the Market Place at
the corner of St. Osyth's Lane. Several attendances at the Build are recorded. The Build is
presumably either Lyveden Old Build, the manor house built by the Treshams or the adjoining
New Build built by Sir Thomas Tresham, the ardent Roman Catholic who died in 1605. The
buildings are about 4! miles from Oundle. Tuesday 30th December 1766. "Myself in the morning
at Dr. Walcots". Monday 20th April 1767 "Myself at Saw Pit and attending the Vestry." Tuesday
26 May 1767- "My Self in the morning at the forests." Friday 10 July 1767- "My Self at Peterborough Fair. Buying a load of deals." Friday 20 March 1768. "Wm and Rchd best part of the
day fixing down the Hospital Women's Bench." This was evidently at Parson Nicholas Latham's
Hospital (or almshouse) for poor widows or spinsters, founded and incorporated in 1611. It still
flourishes. Wednesday 9 December 1772. "My Self at home in the morning and going to Lilford
in the afternoon to measure the Library Table." Wednesday 10 (April) 1776 " To-day the body
of Charles Joy Esqr passed by this Town in a Hearse properly attended in order to go to Biggin
to lie in state until tomorrow and then to be buried." Thursday 11th (April) 1776 Charles Joy Esqr,
late Lord of t~e Manor, buried to-day about 12 O'clock in the Family Vault at Benefield, aged
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56." He records on Saturday 6 March 1784 "Mrs. Joy, Lady of the Manor, was married sometime
this week to one Pocock. Now Benefield Emperors take care and keep your rents as low as you
can." Sunday 24 (Nov) 1771 "Merchant Mawley and Sally Robinson m3!ried today and had a
Quart of Mulld Wine in bed the next morning." Monday July 20th 1772. "Merchant Mawley
abusd his wife today at Fotheringhay· Fair and all the way home in the most cruel manner as
ever any man in the world could be guilty of."
The Parish Church records the Baptism of Mary daughter of William and Sarah Mawley
on 28 October 1772. Then comes an entry Thursday 24th (Dec) 1772 "My Self drawing an
inventory of Merchant Mawley's goods" followed by several items recording "My Self about
Merchant Mawley's affairs," and on Wednesday 3rd March 1773 "Both of us and Mr. Robinson
at Merchant Mawley's Sale." Monday November 29th 1779 "A sort of Shatteril Battle fought
to-night at the Turk's Head between Merchant Mawley and my Lord Shag when after 2 or 3
Ups and Downs the Merchant got a most charming blackeye and damnd all their bloods and
marched off." Another item follows in John Clifton's sardonic style-Saturday 29th June 1782
"A Battle Royal or Welch Main to Night between John Fow Tankard on one side and Merchant
Mawley and his sober Sal on the other, when after a long and well fought combat Victory declared
in favour of the Merchant's wife, she being able to keep the field the longest of any of the Bruisers."
There are a number of satirical items relating to the escapades of "My Kinsman Correll."
Fighting in the Churchyard and elsewhere seems to have been not uncommon and is
frequently described with relish in characteristic style e.g. Thursday 9th July 1778 "The most
severe battle opposite my door, as ever I saw in my life, between one Shepherd, who works in
Mr. Wallits Tanyard and a Labourer named Auston Bennet for without keeping any guard at all
was offering to throw each other, they got Collar hold of their Shirts with their left hands and
knocked with their right fists as many bitter Bangs at each others ribs as would have served for
ten good fair battles and it is my real opinion that there were more severe sturdy knocks in this
battle than in all the battles that have been fought in this town in the last 20 years put together,
but Bennet wore Shepherd out at last though he was considerably the most beat, If ever any
Fraunch man falls into the clutches of Bennet he may very surely and safely bid adieu to the
charms of this world for he's certain to have his soul knocked out." References to drunkenness
are frequent e.g., Friday 22 June 1770. "The two girls at the Talbot got a fine drunk to-day,
Mrs. Crooks not being well." Saturday 28th Sept. 1782 - "The Night Sue Richardson being
sweetly drunk marched into Merchant Hunt's yard and tumbled into the Area which put the
servants. into a fright but when they found she was not hurt they got John Crooks to carry her off
the premises on his back and when he got into the street he was joined by a party of precious lads
who clapped her A.......... all the way home." Friday, 6th (Dec) 1782 "Poor drunken Sue
Richardson buried to Night from the Workhouse, aged 45. She was a very sensible woman and a
very neat workwoman when sober but of late years her whole stuP.y seemed to be leading to
nothing but getting most beastly drunk and in particular on Sundays."
There are four or five repulsive descriptions of what John Clifton calls Bolting matches
e.g. Wednesday 17th Aug. 1782 "Now for a gorging match. To-day my Kinsman Edens gave
another specimen of his noble abilities in the Bolting Way in Dr. Walcot's Kitchen; he being
invited to dine with the servants. First he devoured a fine plate of ham and fowls. 2nd a charming
mess of rice beans and bacon, as much as any common man could cram down for dinner, 3rd a
previous plate of haunch of Venison, 4th Another exactly the same quantity, 5th Another exactly
the same again, 6th A fine hunk of bread and cheese and as much ale as made six horns with what
he drank at his dinner. Bless his poor stomach. He said himself that each of the plates of Venison
weighed full 3/4 of a lb. besides a full flow of very rich sauce." There are a number of records of
men and women flogged at Whipping Posts at Oundle, Ashton and elsewhere. 1st August 1772,
"Jonas Wright of Ashton had a charming licking bout at Ashton Whipping post for borrowing
2 plow beans of Mr. Coles." Tuesday 16th March 1773 "Baruch Prince was most gloriously
flankanaded by Robert Row ell at Stoke Whipping Post for misdemeanours against Mr. Smith
to-day." Tuesday 14 Septe. 1773 "A poor old woman of Woodnewton whipped to-day at our
Post for a trifling mistake about some clay locks (?) of Mr. Dolby's the farmer." Other men are
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sent to Northampton accused of killing a deer in Mr. Powis's park i.e. the Park of Lilford Hall,
and they are acquitted, and one Ralph Lewin of Corby is sent to Lincoln Jail for robbing Belton
Park of 2 Does.
John Clifton was an overseer of the poor in 1767 and was engaged in various matters of
town business. He notes that on Monday Dec. 27th 1773 Mr. Baggerly told the Feoffees at the
Vestry Meeting that they were all a parcel of Asses. There are numerous references to local
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government. John Clifton records that on 22 June 1779 "the first stone of the new Bridge on the
road to Stoke was laid to-day. About 20 feet from the side of the old Bridge which has been there
time immemorial, and is a good Bridge now. Charles Braddock, mason, is the undertaker of the
New Bridge for £42. It is built by the order of the Feoffees with the money arising on their Trust
for the Parish and I think is very needlesly laid out." 8th March 1771. "Old Quenby parted from
his farm etc., to-day and at night got into Limbo for getting Dame Sawford with child." Sunday
lOth March 1771 "A Vestry was called on Quenby's account and he paid £12 to the overseers
and the parish acquitted him from all costs and charges on his Bastard."
Monday Dec. 16th 1776. "Rogue Wheatly came into the Workhouse to-day with his wife
and 4 children. He is 28 years of age and has been a lazy rogue all his life. So that he will live
50 years and Humbug the Town all the while."
Friday 20th Dec. 1776. "At the Town Meeting to-night at the Workhouse Rogue Wheatly
J awd everybody quite down and remains in the Workhouse in spite of everybody and there he
will be as long as he pleases."
Tues. 24th March 1778 "A Vestry to-night and the most glorious levy was granted that
ever appeared in Oundle town books since Noah's flood. It was 2s 8d in the £1. Bravo. Messrs.
Wm. Saunders and Thos. Adson were overseers. Pray which is the way to Gotham."
2nd Octr. 1779 "This week the Old Hill called Din Bonners Hill by the side of the road
leading to Stoke Bridge was dug up to help level the road leading to the new Bridge, called Gotham
Bridge and in the lower part of the Hill there were found large quantities of Human bones and
Skulls which were supposed to have been buried there in the time of the plague in 1665." The
Parish Church Register has a list of the names of these as died of the Plague "or vehemently so
suspected and were not buried in the Churchyard." There are many examples of John Clifton's
derisive criticism of the conduct of local government e.g. on the cover of the 1784 book there is
the note "The neat disbursements of the Parish for the year 1777 after the earnings of the workhouse were settled amounted to the enormous sum of £626.19.11 ! and I think one or both of the
overseers ought to be hanged."
There are a number of references to the holding of Manorial Courts, many times at the
Swan, The Duke of Montagu's Court at the Grammar School, on other occasions the Duke of
Montagu's Court at the Talbot, and the Rectory Manor Court at "the late Mr. Cook's, the shoemaker." Perambulations, the traditional ceremony of traversing the boundaries of the parish, or
manor, seem to have been somewhat riotous occasions; he notes Monday May 17th 1773, "Perambulation to-day and almost all the Peramblers charmingly drunk" and on Monday May 6th 1782
Perambulation Day "A severe cold day and a wet uncomfortable morning but there was about
100 horsemen and boys went round the Bounds, they rode as if the Devil was in them. I dined
at the White Lion with 25 more."
Local Fairs and Feasts at Oundle and neighbouring villages and towns are noted. 27th
May 1765 "being the Fair." Saturday 11 October 1766 "My Self making holiday all day in our
New Fair." Monday 20th May 1771 "My Self about home and seeing Whitsun Fair". Thursday
20th May 1773 - "Yaxley Fair a very wet day all day and a flood to-day they rode boats in Yaxley
Street. Ahr Poor Yaxley."
Sunday 3rd Nov. 1776 "Stoke Feast to-day and most glorious Bolting and Boozing."
Oundle seems to have had three fairs, the Valentine Fair in February, the Whitsun Fair
in May, and the Michaelmas Fair in early October. Whitsun Monday May 24th 1779. "A very
fine day for our fair, and most of our Grange Merchants sold nearly all their goods. My Self
sliving1 about the Fair till I was fairly tired out. Old Cook, the Showman, was here with his
caravan and such a heap of rags and trumpery as would make a man almost hate himself to see it."
Tuesday 19th Feb. 1782 "Old Tubbs, the horse dealer, came to-day for the fair. "
1

John Clifton is fond of the expression " to slive" in the sense of loiter or idle and continually uses it.
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Saturday 23rd Feb 1782 "A very thin fair, both for dealers and horses, but horses in
particular."
Monday Feb 25th 1782 "A fine day for Valentine Fair but a very cold air. A large Beast
fair but they sold very dear. Very few trading ladies this fair so that several Chums saved their
money and kept clear of fireships."
Saturday 7th March 1782 "On our second fair day about· 5 O'clock in the afternoon Suky
Shelton and Suky Askham set off from this Town to go to Deen but the Dark came qui-ckly on
them soon lost the Road and wandering up and down till 10 O'clock at which time they got to
Jacklin's Lodge in Deenthorpe Lane, tired and spent but being very desirous to going home.
T. Jacklins set them once more on the right road, but Fortune continued to prove very unkind,
they got out of the way again and in the most miserable distress they wandered up and down the
grounds arm in arm sometimes up and sometime down over hedges and ditches and among the
beasts till 5 0' clock the next morning and then they arrived at J acklins Lodge again in the most
deplorable condition their eyes being almost swelled up with crying and their hearts almost broke."
Monday Sept. 23rd 1782 ''I saw more horses go down by my door on Saturday last from
Thorney Fair than ever I saw in my life at any other time. There were 152."
Wednesday 2nd October 1782 "Peterborough Fair and a most dismal wet morning and a
very indifferent day afterwoards. My Self a close prisoner. The flood is so high that the Porters
at the Fair are mid thigh deep and several boats are made use of to get the wood and other things
down the meadow to the lighters on the river."
The Day Books abound in vivid descriptions of heavy falls of snow and floods. Sunday
Nov. 18th 1770 "The river was in its greatest height and the land springs were so full that they
burst up all the pavement opposite to my house and several people slipped in over their shoes
and a woman's patten was dug out of the causeway to Edward Webster's house and great quantities
of lamb earth were washed up above ground, it having been more continual heavy rain for some
time past than every was remembered by the oldest person living in England. It was almost most
severely cold all the time."
Saturday 24th November 1770. "My Self all day with Mr. Robinson of Thrapston in
Mr. Lowfield's paddock selling all the livestock of Thomas Cave of Thorney who was drowned
out by the break of the north bank."
Saturday 13th Jan. 1776 - "The most dismal accounts of the roads being impassable as
ever was known. Shuck up Shoulders and Gravy Noses and Winkers now in fashion and a man
with a wooden leg is sure not to have 2 cold feet."
Sunday Feb. 4th 1776 "Crying strong S; and south by west wind which continued the
quickness of the thaw and remarkable wasted the snow. Some of the Barnwell Labourers and
some of this town began to break the ice at Barnwell Bridge this afternoon and continued so
almost all night, the same at North Bridge."
Monday 19th Jan 1784. "The great snow that fell on Christmas eve last by some means
set so fast on the trees in Parson's Wood and the other woods and loaded them so hard that
the grains 2 broke off and were fetched out of the standing wood by labourers to the amount of a
great many loads which is one of the most particular events I ever heard of in my life."
There are a few mentions of coaches, and toll bars e.g. Sat. 11th April 1778 "This week
Mr. Wood of Tichmarsh entered on Oundle Stage Waggon as Master, he having purchased the
whole of Mr. Chatteris whose Father and himself had owned the Stage Waggon upwards of
40 years."
Wednesday 18th Feb. 1781 - "I had 2 gallons of Gin from Mr. Squires to day by Mr.
2

Grains, boughs or branches, obsolete, except dialect, says Shorter Oxford Diet.
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Brown of Welton who on the Decline of Mr. Chatteris is now Master of our Carriers Waggon.
My last 2 gallons of Gin served me from the middle of June last."
Movements of the Army and Militia. Friday 22nd May 1772. "The Troop of Blues
came in to-day to Quarters". Thursday 4th July 1776. "A Division of the 69th Regiment of Foot ·
marched into this Town to-day."
Sat. 7th Feb. 1778 "On Thursday last the Militia were drawn for this Division and the
7 following were drawn for Oundle. My Kinsman, Thos. Barnes, Sawyer, Mr. Thos. Ellis, at the
Talbot. Young John Austin, Halter. John Richards, Servt to Mr. Bramston, George Britchfield,
Slater, Geirge Burdet, Tanner, Robert Milburn, Shoemaker."
Bull running seems to have been a regular practice in Oundle and surrounding villages
e.g. Wednesday 30th Dec. 1778 "A Bull running to qay at Elton and it was a remarkable good
one again. It had no horns. Elton has brought the honors of Oundle, quite into the dust for Bull
running."
Cocking is also mentioned e.g. Wednesday 3rd February 1779 "A cocking to Day at Wm
Des boroughs and Woodnewton Gamblers lost the mane." and Thursday 15th April1773 "Cocking
at J. Kirby's Great Room to-day and I saw Mr. Bradley's cock win a battle after he had lain down
along while and everybody thought him to be dead of his wounds."
Badger Baiting is once described, apparently with disapproval judging from the words
used for the spectators. Wednesday 9th Jan. 1782. "A Badger baiting this afternoon at Jinkes
little yard at The White Hart, and most of the sliving, leering, looty Waiters in the Town and
some of them gave Id to be let in to see it. A Penny Badger Baiting." Also there are mentions of
Football Matches and a Shooting Match.
Theatrical Entertainments were given regularly in January, February and March 1771 Thirty performances being recorded during the three months. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
were the nights playing.
Thursday 17th Jan. 1771 - "To-night Mr. Moore's Company of Players opened a theatre
down Mr. Hawthornes yard and "Hamlet Prince of Denmark" was the first play that was acted."
Normally there were two plays each night. Sometimes the first was a farce e.g. "To-night the
play was "A bold stroke for a Wife" with the farce of "Thos & Sally". Other plays and entertainments of other characters are recorded.
Smallpox. There are many references to an epidemic of Small Pox e.g. Sat. 24th January
1778 "Hardly anything is talked of now in this Town but the Small Pox and almost half the
people are preparing for innoculation which is intended to go forward Directly. It was in the year
1557 when the Small Pox went through the Town last 'in general." John Clifton protests that the
people are inclined to make fun of it. Saturday 31st Jan '1778 - "Nothing is talked of here now
but the Small Pox and instead of people being afraid of the Dreadful Affliction as they used to
be some while ago, they seem to make nothing of it now but a piece of Fun and a Holiday" and
quotes with disapproval a ribald rhyme:
"Poll Muckason Joins us to Night,
She'll tip us a J orum or Diddle,
Small Poxy is all our Delight,
And we'll foot it away to ye Fiddle.
Follol de rol lor vol lollol And when the Small pox we have got
Not one shall appear on our Faces
Forty five srs we thinks a good lot
And they all shall come out in our A . . .. s
Follol."
Too many I doubt are of this foolish way of thinking not considering that God Almighty can
send them as he pleases"
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There are many references to deaths from Small Pox afterwards and on Saturday 23rd May
1778 he writes "Messrs. Henson the Parish Clerk and Mr. Nqylor went round the Town this
week to see how many people have got the Small Pox and there was only one child had them. So
we are now clear again and nobody hardly ever mentions the Small Pox. Near 800 people have
had them since the middle of last January." John Clifton mentions 30 deaths from Small Pox
during this period and children were in the majority.
The Day Books contain a lot about gardening in which John Clifton evidently took a
great interest-both flowers and vegetables e.g. Tuesday 14th October 1776 "John White put my
tulips and nunklesses into the ground today and planted out my winter spinach on the bed in
my garden." Gardeners will sympathise with his woes e.g. on Sat. 5th June 1779 "A remarkable
dry season for a great while past and several Honey falls and Blight and large swarms of insects
have almost spoiled the cherrys and curran trees for this season by making the leaves drop off
and fruit stick together with a viscid sort of glutinous liquid matter which quite stops their growth
till it has a soaking rain to wash them clean again. Doctor York began to mow his Close to Day
so we shall not be long about rain now." John Clifton ends this item on a characteristically cynical
note. It is pleasant to view his accounts of good harvest and to share the joy which gives a lyrical
tone to his narrative, so often harsh and dismal,
Tuesday 18th August 1778 "A Searing Hot Day Most Glorious Harvest Weather. Te
Deum Laudamus"
Sat. 22 August 1778 "Mr. Chatteris Harvest Cart to Night. Old Tom Hawthornes Harvest
Cart to Night. These are the first this year. The most glorious harvest weather as ever was known
and most beautiful crops all over England. Not a drop of rain but all fine sunshine since the 11th
past. Praise the Lord Oh my Soul and all this is within me, Bless His Holy Name."
Monday 24th August 1778 "The farmers boys sit on the shafts of the waggons into the
fields and home again when loaded; and trot as if the horses had only a Chaise at their heels. The
roads are so good and the weather so fine."
Thursday 27th August 1778 "The rest of the Farmers all made an end of Harvest to Day
and there is not one shock of grain left in the field Praise the Lord."
As the series of books draws to a close the references to the writer's ailments become more
frequent, the words "Myself in most desperate case" occur again and again. In the diary of the
last few weeks he expresses with almost tragic power the feelings of a man in the grip of mortal
disease, the impression of gloom being heightened, as is so often the case, by the weather-"the
same dismal prospect in the street of ice and hard trampled snow and a great many families in
great distress. Myself a poor miserable mortal." That was in February 1784. On the 23rd, the
first day of Spring, he records a delightful day, but the cold returns in March, and there is no
improvement in his health. April comes and there is more snow, but on the 15th it is rather
milder-he describes it as "seasonable" and "growing" days follow, life will go on." The last
entry on April 28th is unfinished and his death is recorded in the Church register as 30th May 1784.
With that I should like to conclude this selection of extracts from John Clifton's Day
Book. The selection contains only a small quantity of abundant material calling for quotation
which the books contain, and it is to be hoped that the greater portion may be printed and so be
made readily available to students of the period. It throws great light upon the life of a small
country town in the latter part of the 18th century and the author expresses himself in highly
picturesque language and is remarkably outspoken.
J. L . CARTWRIGHT.
The MS. has been deposited in the Northamptonshire Record Office.
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LITERACY AT NoRTHAMPTON,

1761-1900:

A THIRD INTERIM REPORT

THE Northampton literacy project is complete, at least in its primary stages. (Previous reports,
N.P. & P., 1971-72 (379-81) and 1974 (84).) Tabulated below will be found figures calculated
from the register entries of 33,698 marriages at Northampton between 1761 and 1900, and representing the decennial percentages of bridegrooms and brides who signed their names instead of
making a mark. 1 I intend to complement these figures witli a similar series drawn from the marriage
registers of selected rural parishes in Northamptonshire, and when this task is accomplished a
full report will be prepared on the project.
1

Decade
1761-70
1771-80
1781-90
1791-00
1801-10
1811-20
1821-30
1831-40
1841-50
1851-60
1861-70
1871-80
1881-90
1891-00
1901

2
Population
Church of England
at the
Registers,beginning
1761-1900
of decade
A
B
G
601 44
70
629 42
70
634 49
70
73
736 49
71
834 47
(7,020)
(8,427)
68 1,021 46
74 1,368 52
(10,793)
75 1,887 54
(15,351)
(21 ,242)
77 1,732 62
81 2,285 69
(26,657)
85 2,291 78
(32,813)
89 2,536 84
(41,168)
94 2,970 92
(51,881)
98 4,015 97
(61,012)
(87,021 *)
23,539

6

Abbreviations
G = % Bridegrooms signing marriage register
A = All marriages during the decade indicated
B = % Brides signing marriage register
4
5
Civil Registers, 1837-1900
Nonconformist Roman Catholic Register Office
B
G A
G A B
G
A
B
57 82
70
95
57 42
91 288 82
86 43 53
67
361 38
77 60 50
93 358 89
67
736 41
95 473 93
83 52 67
66
924 54
95 689 92
92 77 81
72 1,273 60
97 903 95
98 88 99
84 1,293 78
99 884 99
97 90 99
92 1,453 87
3

3,652

*extended boundaries

410

6,097

All Marriages
in Northampton

G

A

70
70
70
73
71
68
74
75
77
79
82
85
92
97

601
629
634
736
834
1,021
1,368
2,001
2,424
3,439
3,740
4,575
5,254
6,442

B
44
42
49
49
47
46
52
55
61
65
74
78
89
95

33,698

In each decade between 1761 and 1820 just over two-thirds of the bridegrooms and rather
less than half the brides at Northampton signed the marriage, register (columns 1 & 6 above).
The literacy of both sexes declined slightly between 1801 and 1820, a period coinciding with the
beginnings of population growth (column 2) based on the massive expansion of shoe manufacturing
at Northampton, in which, up to the early 1860s, many young boys and girls were employed.2
From abo!.lt 1821 the literacy ofbridgerooms and brides improved steadily, particularly the latter.
In the 1890s only 3o/0 of the bridegrooms and So/0 of the brides marked the register, and this
small minority included widowers and widows who were often much older than the average man
or woman getting married for the first time.
It seems reasonable to attribute the improvement in literacy at Northampton after 1821
mostly to the influence of the voluntary day-schools maintained by the various religious denominations. The earliest of these schools, the Lancasterian or British (mostly nonconformist) and
the Central National (Church of England) we~e both founded in 1812. Between that date and
1
I am grateful to Mr. M. Viccars (Superintendent
Registrar of Northampton), Mr. John P. Kingston
(his predecessor), Mr. Joseph Rajczonek and Mr.
Brian G. Statham for their assistance in this project.

F~r a cogent defence of the marriage register test
for literacy, see E. G. West, Education & the Industrial Revolution (1975), 41-3.
2
Interim report, 1971-72 (loc. cit.).
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1868 at least fifteen more day-schools came into being, twelve in Northampton itself (nine
Church of England, one Wesleyan, one Independent (Congregationalist) and one Roman Catholic),
and one each in adjacent Far Cotton, St. James and Kingsthorpe (all Church of England). Several
of these schools included "night-schools" for older students. Accommodation for 5,673 childrenjust over 70 % of all working-class children aged from 3 to 13 years in the town-was being
provided by the Northampton day-schools in 1872. 3 The two first Board Schools were both opened
in 1874 and a third in 1878, but en masse their alumni can hardly have entered wedlock before
1881. Compulsory attendance was introduced by the Northampton School Board in 1875,4
although enforcement could not become fully effective until after the opening of the third Board
School. In 1903, the year when the School Board came to an end, 7,715 places were available in
the voluntary schools at Northampton as against 9,990 in the Board Schools,5 the balance having
swung decisively in favour of the latter with the opening in 1886 of the Military Road Board School.
The proportion of civil marriages solemnized in Victorian Northampton was consistently
higher than the average for England and Wales, 6 but I have not yet been able to explore this
promising line of research. The relatively low rates of literacy among men and women who chose
civil marriage are noteworthy (column 5); their occupations and places of dwelling, as recorded in
the registers, reveal that many of them belonged to the less elevated ranks of the working-classes.
The occupations and places of abode of nonconformist bridegrooms and brides (column 3)
indicate that they were mostly middle-class or "respectable artisan" in social status. Their literacy
rates were high, reaching 99 o/0 for both sexes in the 1890s.
VICTOR A. HATLEY.
Northampton Mercury , 13 Dec. 1873.
Ibid., 25 Nov. 1876.
6
Eleventh & Final Report of the School Board ••.
N orthampton (1903), 16.
3

4

6
E.g. civil marriages amounted to 10.4% of all
marriages in England and Wales in 1875 (Pari.
Papers, 1877, XXV, 73). At Northampton for the
ten years, 1871-80, the equivalent figure was 27.8 %.

Appendix

The area covered by this project was the pre-1900 Borough of Northampton, together
with Far Cotton (including Cotton End), St. James, Kingsthorpe and Abington as they developed
between 1871 and 1900; these suburbs were incorporated with Northampton when the borough
boundaries were extended in 1900. The ecclesiastical registers used are listed in the two previous
reports. The registers of the Northampton Registration District (1837-) were examined for the
following: all marriages solemnized in non-Church of England places of worship in the Borough
of Northampton; all register office marriages except those in which both parties came from outside
the Borough of Northampton. (The Northampton Registration District extended from Great
Billing on the east to the Heyfords on the west). Entries relating to St. James were included from
1871, Kingsthorpe from 1881, and Abington from 1891. The registers of the Hardingstone
Registration District were examined from 1881 for entries relating to Far Cotton. Ten marriages
from an "authorized person" register (Marriage Act, 1898) were included in the total of nonconformist marriages, 1891-1900.
Excluded from the project were a tiny number of marriages solemnized in the Friends'
Meeting House before 1837. The first Jewish marriage in Northampton took place in 1903.
Jews and Friends were permitted to solemnize their own marriages under the terms of the
Marriage Act of 1753, which otherwise restricted lawful marriage to the Church of England.
Persons contracting matrimony were required to sign their names in the marriage register; if they
could not write they made a mark. The Marriage Act of 1836 provided for civil marriage in the
office of the local Superintendent Registrar, and also for marriage in registered places of worship
other than Church of England churches, only, however, in the presence of the Superintendent
Registrar or his deputy.
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NINETEENTH-CENTURY GIANT, GEORGE wARD HUNT

IN an elbow of rainspouting that encircles Wadenhoe House in Wadenhoe, Northamptonshire, a
sharp eye can make out the second-storey signature of a giant: the impressed initials, "G. W. H.,"
are those of George Ward Hunt and the date, "1858," reminds the viewer that Hunt's rise to
eminence began around this time. In December 1857 George Ward Hunt, 32, squire ofWadenhoe,
celebrated over pewter tankards of beer at Kettering, his victory as new Conservative M.P. for
Northampton (north), married Alice Eden, a cousin of Lord Avon's father, attached an undistinguished front wing to the Tudor family home built in 1654, and addressed himself to twenty
years of High Victorian productivity. Father of ten children, paternal landlord, Chairman of
County Quarter Sessions and ultimately Disraeli's Chancellor of the Exchequer (1868) and First
Lord of the Admiralty (1874), he died in 1877 at the age of 52. 1
Nine years before he began his parliamentary career he earned a niche in literary history
as one of six fictional heroes in Arthur Hugh Clough's Highland pastoral, The Bothie of Tober1 Epitome of his biography: George Ward Hunt,
born 30 July 1825, Buckhurst Hill, Berkshire, eldest
of two sons and nine daughters of Rev. George Hunt
(1785-1853), Winkfi.eld and Buckhurst Hill, Berkshire; and Wadenhoe House, Oundle, Northamptonshire; and Rector of Barningham, Suffolk; by Emma,
daughter of Samuel Gardiner, esq. of Coombe Lodge,
near Goring, Oxfordshire, aunt of Samuel R.
Gardiner, the historian. Baptized 12 September 1825,
Parish of Whitechurch, county of Oxford. Ed. Eton
(6th form 1844); Christ Church, matric. 31 May
1844, aged 18; Student 1846-1857 [emolument of £8
plus room]; President, Oxford Union Debating
Society, Michaelmas, 1847, and Treasurer in the two
preceding terms; with Arthur Hugh Clough on three
reading parties: 1845 (Grasmere), 1846 (Castleton
Braemar), 1847 (Drumnadrochit, Inverness); B.A.,
1848 (2nd class in classics); M.A., 1851; D.C.L.,
Ch. Ch., 21 June 1870 (one of 50 then so honoured,
among them, Matthew Arnold); barrister IT, 21
November 1851, joined the Oxford circuit; bencher
23 May 1873.
Contested Northampton 1852 and 1857; a Knight
of the Shire for Northampton (north), 16 December
1857 to death; Chairman of Quarter Sessions for
Northamptonshire, April 1866; Financial Secretary
to Treasury under Lord Derby, July 1866 to February 1868; Chancellor of the Exchequer 29 February
to December 1868; P.C. 29 February 1868; 1st Lord
of the Admiralty, 21 February 1874 to death. Died
Homburg 29 July 1877, buried in Homburg. Married
5 December 1857, Alice, third daughter of Rt. Rev.
Robert Eden, Bishop of Moray, Ross, and Primus of
Scotland (1862); first cousin of Sir William Eden,
father of Lord Avon [Rt. Hon. Sir Anthony Eden].
Had family. Line of descent: George Eden Hunt
(1859-1892)-George Ward Hunt (1881-1915)George Ward Hunt (October 15, 1911- ), married
Edna Hardy, no children. The family line descends
from Edward Ill of England through the Lady
Isabel Plantagenet to Thomas Hunt (1559-1669) of

Boreatton, eo. Salop, member for Shrewsbury in the
Parliament of the Commonwealth, to Thomas Hunt
(1669-1753) of Boreatton, who married Jane Ward,
daughter of Sir Edward Ward, Chief Baron of the
Court of Exchequer, of Stoke Doyle and Wadenhoe.
References: Alumni Oxoniensis (Joseph Foster);
Burke's Peerage; DNB, X, 263-64; Eton School Lists
(Stapylton); family records (courtesy of George Ward
Hunt and Peter Ward Hunt), Ward Hunt Collection
(Northamptonshire Archives); Illustrated London
News; Modern British Biography (Boase), I, 1590;
Northampton Herald; Northampton Mercury; Times
(London); Annual Register, L. Ser. 1877, obits.,
p. 154.
I am indebted to the following for kindly granting
me permission to quote from manuscript and copyright sources : Miss Katharine Duff, for the Clough
Collection in the Bodleian Library; George Ward
Hunt for the Ward Hunt Collection in the Northamptonshire Record Office, Delapre Abbey, Northampton; the Earl of Iddesleigh for the Iddesleigh
Papers in the British Museum; Sir Gyles !sham for
"Tragic Honeymoon", Northamptonshire Past and
Present I, no. 3 (1950), 6-12; 3rd Marquess of
Salisbury for the Salisbury Papers in Christ Church
College Library; the National Trust for the Disraeli
Papers, Hughenden Manor, High Wycombe, Bucks.
Citations from the Royal Archives are made by
gracious permission of Her Majesty the Queen.
I should like also to record my thanks for assistance
to: Rt. Hon. Sir Anthony Eden, Earl of Avon, Mr.
Ian Glick (Oxford Union Society), Professor Martin
J. Havran (University of Virginia), Mr. Peter Ward
Hunt, Professor Leon S. Marshall (Kent State University), Professor Bernard R. Jerman (Kent State
University), Dr. J. F. A. Mason (Librarian, Christ
Church College), Northampton Public Library, Northamptonshire Record Office and Record Society,
and Mr. Robert Mackworth Young (The Librarian,
Royal Library, Windsor Castle).
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na- Vuolich, published in 1848. 2 Tober-na-Vuolich is an improvised Gaelic place name. The
institution of the reading party in which a teaching fellow withdrew during the summer ~o a
suitable vacation spot to coach a small group of undergraduates is well-known. Clough's ebulhent
narrative in verse is about a fictional reading party in the Highlands whose members relieve study
with excursions and assorted adventures.

Much of the detail of the Bothie, including the portraits of the pupils, is based on three
actual reading parties attended by Hunt that Clough conducted between 1845 and 1847. According
to tradition Hunt, a leviathan in size, was the original of the poem's fictional figure, "the great
Hobbes," a "kilted, corpulent hero," named after "the great Ajax" of Homer's Iliad. Clough
directly refers to Hunt in one of his letters as "the greater Ajax." 3 The connection between Hunt,
Clough and the poem is the subject of a separate forthcoming study of mine.
One of several vignettes in the poem found rather warm by the puritans of 1848 shows
"the great Hobbes" at a Highland ball:
0 stoutest, 0 rashest of creatures, mere fool of a Saxon,
Skill-less of philabeg, skill-less of reel too,-the whirl and the twirl o't:
Him see I frisking, and whisking, and ever at swifter gyration
Under brief curtain revealing broad acres-not of broad cloth.
(IV.90-93)
Edward Scott, a visitor at Clough's 1847 reading party, said that this picture of"the great Hobbes"
in kilt brought Ward Hunt to mind. At a droll gathering at Glenfinnan Inn in September 1847
Clough and Hunt, it is known, went through all the festivities like natives. The present Mrs.
George Ward Hunt owns a portrait which Hunt had painted of himself as a young man in a kilt.
Hunt may also have been one of those Clough could have drawn upon for his description
in the poem of pupils who "roamed in heathery Highland; ... in the joy of their life and glory
of shooting-jackets" (V. 35-36). At Wellingborough during his campaign of 1857, Hunt, it was
said, "kept his constituents waiting for hours, and when he came said he had been hunting. Those
who heard him thought his scarlet coat, his boots (which were very clean) and his spurs, a mere
bit of clap-trap." 4 His letters of the sixties from Drumnadrochi~, Inverness, scene of Clough's
1847 reading party, mention "good bags" and "shooting." Once he sends down a box of grouse
to Disraeli. As Financial Secretary to the Treasury one of his proposed sources of ready money
was a licence which would enable Londoners "to run down by train and let them walk with a gun
over a pretty country." He was probably not a source for those practical jokers among the fictional
pupils who, so goes the poem, in "Mealy glen, while stags were starting before, J .•. made the
watcher believe they were guests from Achnacarry" (Ill. 134-35): Hunt resisted any alteration of
the Game Laws which "should allow a person to intrude into an enclosure without the consent
of the owner."
During their overlapping careers centred in London Hunt, Herbert Fisher, Theodore
Walrond, Matthew Arnold and, while he lived, Clough, were in personal touch. That Clough
followed Hunt's career closely is suggested by his remark in a letter of30 January 1858 to Florence
Nightingale: "Vernon Smith is to be a Lord." 5 Smith, Lord Palmerston's Indian Minister, who
had defeated Hunt in the city of Northampton in 1852, was the father of Fitzgerald Vernon
whom Hunt defeated in December 1857. Matthew Arnold linked Hunt's rise to the Chancellorship
2
The Poems of Arthur Hugh Clough, ed. H. F.
Lowry, A. L. P. Norrington and F. L. Mulhauser
(Oxford, 1951), pp. 115-74. Line references in my
text to the Bothie are from this edition.
3 Bodleian MSS. Eng. Lett. c. 190, fols. 263-64,
Clough to H. W. Fisher, 15 September 1848. The
remainder of the material for this paragraph is drawn
from Poems and Prose Remains of Arthur Hugh
Clough, with a Selection from His Letters and a
Memoir, edited by his wife (London, 1869), I, 30;
William A. Knight, Principal Shairp and His Friends

(London, 1888), p. 111; The Correspondence of Arthur
Hugh Clough, ed. F. L. Mulhauser (Oxford University Press, 1957), I, 184; II, 621, hereafter cited as C.
4
Northampton Mercury, 12 December 1857, p. 3.
The remainder of the material for this paragraph is
drawn from Ward Hunt Collection, Northamptonshire Archives (hereafter cited as WH) 203, 297, 298,
29 August 1866; 7, 8 October 1867; Disraeli Papers,
Hughenden Manor, B/XX/Hu/4, 34, 99, 14 September 1866; 11, 13 August, 11 September 1868.
5
C.II.542.
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DISRAELI'S CABINET OF 1874. GEORGE WARD HUNT IS SEATED SECOND FROM THE RIGHT.

in 1868 with their respected tutor who had died at 42 in 1861: "I fully agree with those who say
that your success is justly earned, but the remembrance of Oxford days and poor old Clough
gave me a particular satisfaction in it besides." 6
Apart from his literary connection and his size, Hunt has been oddly neglected. Yet in
all its particulars his vanished personality is of much interest.
Treasurer of the Oxford Union in 1847 when Hunt was President, Henry Hayman described him as then a "tall, heavy-hipped man with a handsome face in which good sense and good
nature often blended." 7 He displayed at that time his habitual cheerful energy. He not only read
for Honours, taking a second class in classics in 1848, but paddled, went on long walks with
Herbert W. Fisher (a life-long friend) and Clough and chaired Union debates with "unruffled
good-humour and, abetted by a loud voice, a manner which always carried weight." His chief
reputation at Oxford rested on his racquet-play, in which length of reach gave him a decided
advantage. It was said that he offered to play any man in Oxford with a boot-jack.
His appearance in 1847 as an undergraduate, aged 22, must have been much as it is depicted
in the best pen portrait of him by Disraeli. His height would remain the same. Attempting in
1868 to win through with Queen Victoria's consent to having a "stranger" as her Chancellor of
the Exchequer and to forestall the shock that Hunt's vast form would otherwise very likely have
6
WH 245, Matthew Arnold to Hunt, 29 February
1869.
7
Herbert Arthur Morrah, The Oxford Union,
1823-1923 (London, 1923), p. 102; Christopher

Hollis, The Oxford Union (London, 1965), p. 72, in
error reads: "heavy-lipped". The remainder of the
material for t_his paragraph is · drawn from WH 242;
C.I.160-61; Times (London), 23 January 1903, p. 4f.
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been to a woman of her small statu~e, under five feet, he referred in a long stately testimonial to
Hunt, 43, as "not much more than forty years of age, though from his form apparently much
older," and his appearance as "rather remarkable. He' is more than six feet 4 inches in stature
but does n9.t look so tall from his disproportionate breadth; like St. Peter's no one is at first aware
of his dimensions. But he has the sagacity of the elephant, as well as the form." 8 "What a strange
8 Queen Victoria's Letters, Second Series (18621878), ed. G. E. Buckle, I, 507, hereafter cited -as
Letters. The material for the remainder of this paragraph is drawn from RA Queen Victoria's Journal,
29 February 1868; I sham, p. 7; Robert Blake, Disraeli (London, 1966), p. 488; Leslie Gardiner, The
British Admiralty (London, 1968), p. 7; RA E 53/35,
Colonel Gardiner to Queen, 31 July 1877.
One point of fact calls for modification. Disraeli's
letter describes Hunt as a "gentleman by birth, but
being a younger son who succeeded to the estate by
the unexpected death of his brother, has had the advantage of a legal training for the bar." Family records
show Hunt the elder of two sons, the younger dying
at the age of three. The Wadenhoe estate came into
Hunt's line of the family through the murder in 1824
in Italy of Thomas Welch Hunt and his bride (Isham,
p. 7; Oxford Times, 10 March 1868). On the death
in 1853 of his father, a country clergyman, Hunt
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succeeded as Squire to the Wadenhoe estate which
at that time brought an annual rent of £2400 (Disraeli Papers, B/XX/Hu/94/95). The point of his
looking older than his forty-three years is confirmed
by a-correspondent to the Hereford Times, quoted in
the Oxford Times 10 March 1868: "By our lady, he
looks at least 10 years older than that," and by the
photograph by Maull and Fox (See n. 12, below).
The single comic touch in Disraeli's otherwise stately
te~timonial has been often cited. See W. F. Monypenny and G. E. Buckle, The Life of Benjamin
Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield (6 vols. 1910-1920), V,
378; Andre Maurois, Disraeli, A Picture of the
Victorian Age (London, 1927), p. 223; Hector
Bolitho, Victoria the Widow and Her Son (London,
1934), p. 91; Elizabeth Longford, Queen Victoria
R. I. (London, 1964), p. 356; I sham, p. 7; Blake,
pp . .488-89.
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description," the Queen noted in her journal, adding: "Mr. Hunt, who is enormous, received the
seal of the Chancellor of the Exchequer." According to Sir Gyles !sham, she is supposed to have
remarked, "You will add weight to our counsels." So extraordinary was Hunt's appearance
regarded that even variations in his weight were noted. In his recen,t biography of Disraeli, Robert
Blake records Hunt's weight in 1868 as 21 stone [294 pounds]; !sham and Leslie Gardiner for
around 1874 give 24 stone [336 pounds]. The official report of his death at 52 cites 25 stone
[350 pounds].
As Hunt acquired celebrity as a legendary Giangurgulo of the Lower House, his prodigious
size became a subject for continuous good-humoured jest. A punning account of Hunt's giantism
occurs in a political portrait of 1873 by Harrison Hill, which owes far more to Clough's poem
than the poem does to Hunt who, says Hill,
throws a great body of light upon English history.... He is the substantial embodiment
of much that is most characteristic in our institutions, dispositions, and habits. No one
would think of pointing out Lord Russell, Mr. Gladstone, or Mr. Disraeli in explanation
of the popular image of John Bull, as the pencils of our caricaturists and the pens of our
political humorists and satirists have delineated him. The allusions to roast beef and plum
pudding, to wassail bowls, and flagons of ale, and mighty jorums, which fill our literature,
would awaken only a sort of incredulity if associated with the attenuated and careworn
statesmen who have most recently occupied the chief post in the councils of their Sovereign.
It is not so with Mr. Ward Hunt. He is calculated to convey to the mind of an observant
foreigner a very impressive, and indeed almost overwhelming, idea of the material resources
of this country. 'Those limbs were made in England.' He is an illustration of the greatness
of England, and of the solid foundations on which it rests. Si monumentum requiras, aspice-.9
The Times leader, 30 July 1877 (p. 9a), remarked Hunt's "massive form" and "portly
frame." In Disraeli's declaration on 15 February 1874 of his choice of Hunt as First Lord,
Monypenny suspects a hidden reference to Hunt's "enormous size and physical weight": "It was
impossible to sustain debate in Commons if great offices were represented by little men." 10 At
the foot of a congratulatory letter from H. B. ("Jack") Arnaud, United University Club, 28
February 1868, which ends: "I'm quite proud of having once paddled with so great a man,"
Hunt has written: "I saw him at the Club last night: very brassy." A pension for Hunt's widow,
Hunt's secretary wrote to Disraeli only four days after his burial, ... "would be a "Small recognition of her husband's considerably Fuller Services."
Hunt himself had a lively sense of the way in which he occupied space. When, ordering
his Chancellor's robes he learned that the required garment might be secured by transfer, he said
he did not object to the practice if it did not in his case "result in a misfit." 11 On the altar of
Wadenhoe Church may be seen in August a green frontal for Trinity, one of four worked by
Hunt's two sisters in gold thread from his Chancellor's robes, presumably custom-made. In 1869
Hunt who had breathed, he said, "Treasury atmosphere where the habit was to scrutinize and
object to every item of expenditure immediately it comes before them," resisted the costly proposal
of spacious new Houses of Parliament: "Those endorsing the new chamber were the committee
enamoured of a coloured plan and the descanting of a clever architect," he said, adding that the
"existing one with all its defects and deficiencies he himself had testified on." A semi-circle
referred to as "Hunt's bay" carved out of the table in the Admiralty Board Room Hunt legendarily
ordered for his own accommodation.
There was more to Hunt than his giantism. That "very pleasing and admirable expression

• Harrison Hill, "Ward Hunt," in Political Portraits (London, 1873), pp. 226-29.
10
Monypenny, V, 287. The remainder of the
material for this paragraph is drawn from WH 242;
Disraeli Papers, B/XX/Hu/94/95.
11
Gladstone Papers, 44414:179, G. W. Hunt to

W. E. Gladstone, 21 March 1868. The remainder of
the material for this paragraph is drawn from the
Times, 9 March 1869, p. 6a & b, 13 March 1869,
p. 7d; !sham, p. 7; Gardiner, p. 7; in this work the
table is pictured, facing p. 352.
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of countenance" which Disraeli remarked12 mirrored his simple goodness. He was industrious to
a fault, of cheery aspect, not brilliant, "an ordinary country gentleman," the Times observed,
"with no aristocratic relatives, no special fortune and no exceptional advantages of any kind; it
would be empty flattery to describe him as a statesman of the highest rank, and there was probably
no one who would have resented such an over-estimate of his merits more keenly than Mr. Hunt
himself." Fearless, his strongly affectionate and loyal nature was yet easily wounded. When, during
reforms at Christ Church in 1867 his selection as Referee by the Students was overridden by the
Dean and Canons because of his political affiliations, he protested that "his advice had not been
as to the merits, but only as to the mode of procedure," and that he would have acted as Referee
"out of affection for the old House and with a wish to have acted without fear or favour." A man
of a few plain principles, he said "he was not ashamed to boast himself a decided Churchman.
He would give the fullest and freest toleration in every way for other persons to carry out their
religious opinions. But nothing should induce him to place any religious sect on a par with the
Church in this country." A place of probation and punishment was recognized by one system in
Europe with which he for one did not agree. "Purgatory implies two things-it implies past
offences, and those I don't own to, and it implies future punishment and that I don't expect to
get." His political opinions were Conservative opinions. "I refuse to be called a Liberal Conservative, or a Conservative Liberal. The compound term is a device to allow the member who
adopts it to vote for one measure today, and for one of an opposite character tomorrow, and a
man who does that is unworthy ... to be received by any constituency." The Secret Ballot he
was against "through thick and thin. I don't believe there is an Englishman who wouldn't come
and declare how he voted. Why, if you had it you couldn't come ... and tell me you didn't like
me, as I like a man to come and declare himself, though it is against me. We don't want any hole
and corner proceedings. We don't want to go in a dark corner and drop a ball in a box and come
out and tell a lie. "The most simple, straightforward and truthful man I've ever met with,"
Disraeli informed his Queen.
He had no habits to conceal. Some of his views he shared with his father-in-law, Robert
Eden, Bishop of Moray and Ross. One was on teetotalism. They were both against it. 13 To a
petition that he join the National Working Men's League in Manchester for stopping the sale of
intoxicating liquors on Sunday, he replied, "Mr. Hunt never joins any association whatever for
the purpose of procuring alteration of the laws." But he pointed out to the Lord Chancellor that
the rule against Brewers as Commissioners of the Peace was not inflexible. Phipps (a Northampton
brewer) had been twice mayor. He named other brewers who were magistrates and concluded:
"If the rule is ever to be infringed ... Phipps is the very man in whose favour a relaxation should
be made." On the relative merits of remitting the malt or sugar duty Hunt pointed out that the
rich would benefit from the second, not the poor. A precursor to Housman's Shropshire Lad, he
liked to say that "if any taxation affecting the general consumption of the country were to be
considered, ... malt had far higher claims than sugar." The economic implication of his jest was
that a reduced tax on malt would reduce the price of beer, thereby increasing its consumption
and with it, the consumption of malt raised in counties like Northamptonshire. ·B ut he objected
to a War Office proposal for the payment of gratuities to well-conducted soldiers on their discharge
out of fines inflicted for drunkenness as appearing to hold out something like an inducement to
12
Letters, I, 507. The remainder of the material
for this paragraph is drawn from Mercury 12 December 1857, p. 3; 4 July 1868, p. 4; 4 Aug. 1877,
p. 3; Times, 14 May 1869, pp. 7f, 8b; 30 July 1877,
p. 9a; Ch. Ch. Archives, MS. Estates 117, f. 184,
qu. E . G. W. Bill and J. F. A. Mason, Christ Church
and Reform 1850-1867 (Oxford University Press,
1970), p. 151, n. 1.
Likenesses of Hunt include two oil portraits in
Caroline Cottage, Wadenhoe: one of Hunt as a child
in red frock with his mother, and one of him in his
forties; a portrait of black and white brush work
presented by the family and hung in the Committee

Room of the County Buildings adjacent to the
Church on George Row, Northampton (Northampton Herald, 22 March 1902); and the best, an
engraving by G. J. Stodart from a photograph by
Maull and Fox (c. 1868) in Northampton Public
Library and reproduced in Illustrated London News,
21 March 1868, p. 280.
13
WH 297,23 April, 15 May 1867; Times 2 March
1873, pp. 6f, 7a; 10 March 1873, p. 7b. Robert Eden
(1804 6 1886) published Miscellaneous Sermons on the
Prayer Book, on the International Society of Workmen,
and against teetotalism (DNB, VI, 360-61).
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soldiers with strong heads to make their comrades with weak heads drunk. Gratuities, he said,
should be provided for by Parliamentary vote.
The "little proprietor of Wadenhoe," as Hunt called himself, was not without a lively
sense of triumph, partly vat-inspired, when he first won his seat over Fitzpatrick Vernon. He told
the electors he had been twice beaten by the screw at Northampton. He went up into the room of
a working shoemaker and said to him, "Will you vote for me?" "Yes," said the man, "I would, but
it would be as much as my bread was worth." Refreshing himself with a draught from a pewter
tankard to the great entertainment of the Kettering gamins, amidst much laughter and cheering
he proceeded, "I have been drinking a little beer, gentlemen." He thought Mr. Vernon would
want some brandy before he had done. Mter Hunt's fiyting, his defeated Liberal opponent
remarked glumly: "I have not such a loud voice as Mr. Hunt." ("Nor you don't drink so much
beer", called out an elector). "I have not the same experience in election oratory nor could I seek
the same sort of inspiration by drinking the same amount of beer." Retorted Hunt, "They might
give Mr. Vernon a barrel full of beer if they liked, and it wouldn't do. " 14
·
Hunt had come to that first successful campaign from ~n expedition to Egypt. The Chairman of the Liberal Party said Mr. Hunt's speech of appreciation ''was a challenge to everybody
... upon everything, ... the manifestation of a waspish disposition towards all who had opposed
him, and made him pay a little more money for his seat than he calculated upon. Because he
thought to walk over the course and found himself disappointed, he was angry," and predicted:
"A new Reform Bill was at hand which would no doubt give many of them a vote who had never
had one yet and return Mr. Hunt to the place whence he had come-among the crocodiles." 15
But Hunt kept his seat till he died.
In Parliamentary affairs he unfailingly exhibited "good temper and good sense." Hansard's
parliamentary reports between 1857 and 1877 amply attest his reconciling spirit in the House of
Commons. He may well have been the most popular member. "So popular," Disraeli wrote to
the Queen on 26 February 1868, "the opposition considered him for the position should it arise
of New Speaker." 16 Matthew Arnold told Hunt that his rapid rise to Chancellor was "not the
less eminent because you have so escaped making enemies that it is seen without envy." "A
favourite in the House," reported the Times, "when he returned at the earliest possible moment
[from a severe illness] to his place, cheers from both sides . . . proved the universal respect felt
there for his character." Harrison Hill observed in 1873 that Hunt was a conspicuous exception
to the "epidemic rage" that then characterized the Tory party. He "never provoked an adversary,
save by failing to lose his own temper, and by growing cooler as the opponent became more heated."
Averse in debate to "too much acrimony and party-spirit" he once exacted an apology on a
colleague's behalf and another time withdrew for a baiting colleague a slur directed at himself
as "of an insulting character." "It is insulting to the Admiralty, and it is insulting to the Committee [on scurvy]; and I must decline to submit to an insult."
Shortly before his death, when he was sorely crippled by gout and must have been suffering
acute pain, he replied without rancour to one abusive challenge of Admiralty organization and
management: "The Motion of the honourable Member is an attack upon a system, while his
speech is an attack upon me. I was quite prepared to meet him on either ground; but his speech
and his Motion render it necessary that I should meet him on both grounds, and I am here to
do it." His retort was considered one of the most spirited and successful speeches he ever delivered.
As Magistrate or Deputy-Lieutenant, Chairman of County Quarter Sessions or member
of a Grand Jury, Hunt early in his career for many years helped settle cases of local litigation,
for example, cases of theft: five heifers and two calves, a carpet, a parasol, killing a sheep and
selling the mutton; cases of arson: setting fire to a stack of wheat; cases of assault (the commonest
offence): Wm. Tirrill charged with assaulting Susannah Smith, at Weekley; one prisoner with
two teeth knocked out had called his attacker "Ugly mug;" cases of retaliation: poisoning his
master's animals one by one with arsenic. 17
Mercury, 19 December 1857, p. 3.
Mercury, 19 December 1857, p. 3.
Letters, I, 507. The remainder of the material
for this paragraph is drawn from Times, 13 March
1869, p. 7d, 2 April 1875, pp. 2a, 7a & b, 30 July
14

15

16

1877, p. 9a; Hill, pp. 231-32; WH 245; Hansard,
CCXXXII (6 March 1877), 1506 ff.
17
Mercury, 3 January 1857, p. 4; 24 January 1857,
p. 5; 7 February 1857, p. 4; 7 March 1868, p. 4.
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It was in connection with an outbreak of cattle plague in 1866 that he emerged an able
and indefatigable legislator and educator in matters of rural concern. His letter-books in Delapre
Abbey, Northampton, describe the economics of stabilizing beef prices in the face of mass
slaughter for rinderpest: "Persons who were good judges of what the net amount of meat, free of
offal, a beast would produce calculated the average price of dead meat of each quality, taking as
the basis the estimated net proceeds of the animals noted, and the prices actually paid for them
when alive. " 18
On 8 February 1868, at the inaugural dinner of the Northamptonshire Chamber of Agriculture, Hunt pointed out that, as Tennyson's Northern Farmer, New Style, prophesied, English
fields would soon be ploughed by a "kettle o' steam," and drawn by "the devil's own team," and
the agricultural labourer begin to require a more literary education. 19 He presided over the annual
agricultural show at Peterborough with a countryman's relish and, in a summer pavilion at Oundle,
told seven or eight hundred banqueters that he ought perhaps to have stayed in town to listen
to opponents of the Metropolitan Cattle Markets Bill, but since there was "no end to the shafts
in their quiver," he had come to his friends. Hunt was counted upon as late as 1875 to explain
to the House the difficult provisions of the Agricultural Holdings Act.
Hunt's conspicuous success as Financial Secretary to the Treasury and Chancellor of the
Exchequer may have been linked with financial stresses he bore in his personal life. To possible
sources of increased income he was alert. At least three offers of alternate positions were made to
him. One, the university seat (Oxford), he declined on 13 March 1867 "with a pang": "Were I
to desert the constituency now even for the riband of the representation I should feel that I was
treating them shabbily. At the last contest in 1859 I was returned almost without expense to
myself ... and in 1865 I was returned unopposed." 2° For another position, finance minister for
India, Disraeli considered Hunt "a really good Englishman," but "he doubted Hunt would like
it and he did not think if he were in his place he would take it." Hunt has recorded a third tentative
offer, Chairmanship of the Great Eastern Railway: "With my large family and moderate income
the salary that I am told is £3000-but which I suppose is at all events £2000 would not be
unacceptable." Disraeli conceded Hunt's point of 21 February 1874 that his salary as First Lord
should have been £5000 with, not less, residence (£450) but advised him "against inaugurating
an official career by what would be called raising our own salaries." Colonel Gardiner wrote to
the Queen on 31 July 1877 that, contrary to an assertion in a Homburg Paper that Hunt left his
family without means, his estate was estimated at "from £3 to £4000 a year." But, petitioning
Disraeli on 4 August 1877 for a pension of £1000 a year for Hunt's widow and her nine younger
children, the youngest about 2!, Hunt's secretary wrote: "Until the will is opened no one knows
exactly what Mrs. Ward Hunt will have to live on; Mr. Hunt's lawyer believes that that cannot
be more than £1200 a year,-for a Cabinet Minister with so large a family to bring up, a provision
wholly inadequate." Hunt in fact owned 1,819 acres odd and his gross rental in 1875 was
£2836. 15. 0. per annum.
In certain delicate situations Hunt's candour, simplicity and sometimes his thrift worked
to his disadvantage. When Lord Strangford of the British Museum advocated for the Abyssinian
Expedition of 1868 Emanuel Deutsch, an antiquarian, mentioning a virgin country known to
abound in ancient remains of different races and ages and the practical advantage of having with
the army a Semitic scholar, Hunt, who had been in Egypt a decade earlier, coolly replied: "I
think we might clear a free passage out and home and free quarters to an antiquarian wishing to
accompany the Abyssinian expedition. He would probably make the expedition pay by his
publications afterwards. Anyhow I think many would be glad to go on those terms-without
salary." At this Strangford remarked to Lord Northcote: "Mr. Hunt's . . . views as to the
18

WH 297, 30 November 1866.
Mercury, p. 7. The remainder of the material
for this paragraph is drawn from Mercury, 13 June
1868, p. 6; 4 July 1868, p. 4; Times, 27 May 1875,
p. 8f.
10
WH 269, 297; his election expenses for March
1868 were £89.11.1. The remainder of the material
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for this paragraph is drawn from Iddesleigh Papers,
50016:1, 16 January 1868; Salisbury Papers, Christ
Church College Library, Hunt to Lord Salisbury,
Homburg, 24 July 1871; Disraeli Papers, B/XX/Hu/
57, 94/95, 10 March 1874, 4 August 1877; RA
E53/36; Return of owners of land 1875, a government
Survey (ex info. Sir Gyles Isham).
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abundance of antiquaries and the remunerative nature of their work I hope I may be allowed to
say are remarkable." 21 This faux pas was later rectified when Lord Northcote presented to the
Trustees of the Museum very valuable collections of Ethiopic Manuscripts and Antiquities
brought to England from Abyssinia by Lord Napier. By the addition of the MSS, the Museum
collection of Ethiopic Manuscripts was rendered the first in Europe.
As First Lord of the Admiralty Hunt bluntly advised a young powerful Irish critic of the
Admiralty Board who was both a naval captain and a fledgling M.P. to make up his mind what
he intended to be, a sailor or a politician-he could not be both. 22 "Our friend has the art of
doing disagreeable things in a disagreeable manner, 'tis pity," remarked Disraeli to Lord Salisbury
of another such peccadillo. 23
His administration as First Lord of the Admiralty (of all cabinet posts the least enviable
and most open to criticism) was "signalized by a series of melancholy mischances for which he
assumed full personal responsibility. " 24 These, the Times suggested, may have contributed to
break down Hunt's constitution. On 6 March 1877 only two battleships, according to Mr. [Charles]
Seely, M.P. (Liberal), City of Lincoln, the Ajax and the Agamemnon, were on the stocks, the
same number as of "ready vessels" on 2 December 1867 against the thirty required in 1842 by
Sir James Graham. Because the chief engineer in error cut holes in her watertight bulkheads, the
Vanguard sank in waters too deep to permit raising her; the light marking the spot where she
foundered occasioned a second shipwreck with loss of life. Because one valve had not been opened,
a boiler in The Thunderer burst, killing and scalding many and, in a collision between the Royal
Yacht, The Alberta, with the Queen aboard, and a sailing yacht, The Mistletoe, three drowned.
In six months eight ships were disabled from minor or major building defects and from collisions.
"Now, this is a long catalogue of disasters," said Mr. Seely, with satisfaction.
_
Hunt's difficulties were compounded of national fear of invasion by steamships, an inherited
inefficiency in the organization of the admiralty and navy and an unprecedented rate of innovation in ship design. But at Hunt's death the state of naval affairs was at least no worse than it
had been at his accession in 1874 when he charged the preceding board "with having starved the
Navy, and handed over to him "dummy ships" and a "fleet on paper." 25 "New brooms never
sweep anything so clean as the dirt left behind by the last tenants," then observed Punch, and,
when Hunt persisted that he "hadn't brought out a Bogy, but had spoken, even to the words,
what his naval advisers put into his mouth," printed a song, "Britannia's Ships in a Bad Way, a
Fancy Sketch • .. after W. Hunt," to the tune of "Ten Little Indians," which ended:
Two British Iron-clads, each with its monster gun,
One burst and blew her ship up, then there was one.
One British Iron-clad, won't stay, wear, steam, nor steerIf the late bad lot come back again, p'raps she will disappear.
Some impartial comments on the "Admiralty mess" were ventured throughout Hunt's administration. "If our 33 iron-clads are such a shaky lot, what of the 299 armoured ships of all nations,
which Lord Lauderdale hangs over us in terrorem?" asked a colleague on 4 April 1874. In his
21 Iddesleigh Papers, 50037:44-50, 212, 14, 21,
28 Oct. 1867, 21 Dec. 1868. According to Gordon S.
Haight, in George Eliot : A Biography (Oxford University Press, 1968), in 1868 Deutsch, who knew
Amharic, received and declined such an invitation
(p. 470).
22
Gardiner, p. 298.
23 This was the Mistletoe affair mentioned below.
Following the Coroner's verdict the Admiralty
censured Captain Welch who commanded her yacht.
"I fear Hunt has got into some terrible scrape with
H. M. about Welch," Disraeli told Salisbury. Caught
between the "interests of the service" and "saving
the Queen annoyance," Hunt confided to Disraeli:
"The disaster is most grievous and means money"
(Salisbury Papers, 29 December 1875; Blake, p. 559;
RA A12/295, 2 March 1876; RA A12/297, Queen

Victoria to Hunt, 2 March 1876; RA F51 /11, Queen
Victoria to Hunt, 23 February 1877; Disraeli Papers,
B/XX/Hu/69, 6 September 1875).
24
Times, 30 July 1877, p. 9a; DNB, X, 264. The
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from Hansard, CCXXXII (6 March 1877), 145573; WH 225, 2 December 1867; Viscount Chilston,
W. H. Smith (London, 1965), p. 90; RA A12/218-219,
Official Court Circular, 18 August 1875; RA E52/141,
11 October 1875; RA E52/149, Hunt to the Queen,
21 July 1876.
25
Hansard, CCXXXII (6 March 1877), 1455,
1488-89. The remainder of the material for this
paragraph is drawn from Punch, LXVI (4 Apri1187 4),
140; (2 May 1874), 185, 199; (9 May 1874), 194;
Times, 3 July 1875, p. 8b.
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PUNCH, OR THE LONDON CHARIVAIU.-MAY 2, 1874.

"THE OLD STORY ! "
JoHN B17LL. " 0, HANG YOUR CHARGES AND COUNTER-CHARGES! YOU 'RE ONE JUST AS -BA.D AS THE OTHER!
NAVY, AND-AND N OT A SHIP TO MY JJAOK, AS USUAL!"

PLATE

3.

TEN MiLLIONS A-\'EAR FOR MY

THE FIRST LORD OF THE ADMIRALTY IS CALLED TO ACCOUNT BY PUNCH-MAY

2, 1874.

report on the much-criticized conditions of health aboard HMS Devastation the Captain wrote
from Ragusa, 17 June 1875: "The artificial ventilation in bad weather is adequate; in good
weather, the hatches are open as on other ships. She is certainly the sweetest ship between decks
I have yet served in." There had been no sickness between 5 May and 17 June. In a Punch cartoon
of2 May 1874 almost as appropriate three years later John Bull grumbled at both political parties:
"0, hang your charges and counter-charges! You're one just as bad as the other! Ten millions
a-year for my navy, and-not a ship to my back, as usual!" In the culminating debate of 6 March
1877, Hunt's colleague, Mr. Baxter, supplied the only conciliatory comment:
Although he did not approve all that had been said or done by the present First
Lord of the Admiralty, he believed that the administration of the Navy was absolutely
safe in his hands, just as it had been quite safe in the hands of previous First Lords who
had been attacked for their administration. And at this moment, notwithstanding all the
criticism they had heard in that House and read in the newspapers, he was perfectly
convinced that the Fleet of this country was superior to the Fleet not only of any other
Power which could be brought against it, but of any combined Powers which were likely
to unite against us. He often thought it very impolitic and very unpatriotic for Gentlemen
to dwell altogether on the faults of the present system and on the deficiencies of the Navy,
without at the same time admitting that ours was the most powerful Fleet which he
believed the world had ever seen.
·
Of the proposal that the office of First Lord be made a long-term naval appointment,
the Times on 3 August 1877 (p. 9d) noted that during the Queen's reign to that date [40 years]
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there had been 51 different Boards, four times the number of changes in the Government, and
14 different First Lords, with an average tenure of three years, but pointed out that two of the
best administrators the Admiralty ever had, Lord Spencer and Sir James Graham, were civilians
and the administrations of seamen were not good. Twice Hunt offered to resign: "The slightest
hint will be enough with me," he wrote to Disraeli on 15 October 1875. 26 He personally had
confidence in British naval strength, but when asked on 9 March 1876 for a statement of shipbuilding policy, he "defied any man to lay down a policy for the future when inventions and
discoveries were daily being made which upset all previous calculations. In a comparatively short
time they had changed from the wooden ship to the ironclad, from the ironclad to the turret,
and now they reached the armed citadel ship." In a tour that included a salute of 19 guns of
naval ships and dockyards on 25 September 1876 with W. H. Smith, who was to be his successor,
not Hunt, but Smith, was shocked by the "many submarine explosions of a terrible character.
The discoveries going on all round made him tremble as to the offensive and destructive qualities
of man." He later feared that "from the weapons now in use all wars to come will be as dreadful
in their effects." Hunt, on the other hand, privately informed Disraeli that he had a "powerful
unannounced ship, uniquely fitted with Whitehead torpedoes ready to go at once to the Mediterranean." When he presented the navy estimates on 13 May 1877, amidst cheering he announced
new boilers in forty-eight ships, new hydraulic machinery, The Thunderer ready after delay
caused by a terrible calamity, and a new type of ship not known elsewhere, the 'torpedo ram,'
to be built.
Unexpectedly in the Far Eastern Question the most militant member in a cabinet of
"twelve members and seven parties," Hunt "of the war-party pure and simple" described the
government's motto as: "Trop tard." 27 Like the Queen, Hunt was impatient of the delaying
tactics of Lord Derby who Harrison Hill in 1873 had said "inight be the head of a stationary
party in a period of stagnation." Though on 21 April 1877 Hunt defended the Mediterranean
squadron as "large enough at present-it would take four weeks for a Russian squadron to reach
Malta from the Baltic and nearly another to get to the Dardanelles," on 23 July 1877 he wrote to
Lord Northcote from Homburg: "[Had] we made the proper preparations two months ago I
don't believe a single Russian soldier would have crossed the Balkans." Disraeli told the Queen
that Hunt had "behaved bravely and truly in the great business." The Oxford Dictionary of
Quotations (p. 201) attributes to Hunt the music-hall song of 1878 which Monypenny says gave
rise to the word "jingoism";
We don't want to fight but by jingo if we do,
We've got the ships, we've got the men, we've got the money too.
We fought the Bear before, and while we're Britons true, .
The Russians shall not have Constantinople.
Risen to lofty and onerous offices he continued to interpret domestic legislation by its
concrete effects upon his own country constituents. Suffrage should be based, not on income
but on tenure, lest the "permanent inhabitants of a town, including the struggling sons of toil,
. . . knit together by a common bond of feeling, union, and acquaintance from time immemorial
. . . be swamped and overridden by a migratory class who might be brought into town by an
26
Disraeli Papers, B/XX/Hu/72, 15 October 1875.
The remainder of the material for this paragraph is
drawn from Disraeli Papers, B/XX/Hu/84, 93, 20
October 1876, 21 June 1877; Times, 9 March 1876,
p. 7c; 13 March 1877, p. 7c; Chilston, pp. 90, 99;
according to tradition, W. H. Smith was the original
of the "Captain of the Pinafore."
27
Monypenny, VI, 147, 194, Lord Beaconsfield to
Queen Victoria, 23 June, 1 November 1877, 240;
RA B53/45, Queen Victoria to the Earl of Beaconsfield, 13 November 1877, and Letters, II, 573. The
remainder of the material for this paragraph is drawn
from RA B52/1, 23 June 1877, Disraeli Papers,
B/XX/Hu92, 21 April, 1877; Iddesleigh Papers,
55040:45; Hill, p. 103, Gardiner, p. 284.

The despatch of a fleet on 8 February 1878 to the
Straits of Marmora deterred the Russians (Chilston,
p. 103). But it was in large part through a strategy of
"masterly inactivity" that Disraeli managed to avert
in this crisis a major armed conflict: "By this time,
we ought to have had a peace," he wrote to his
brother on 14 September 1876, but "the country has
gone mad, as it does periodically. I believe I and Lord
Derby are the only sane persons left in it; but with
a house full of lunatics two keepers are not enough"
(Disraeli Papers, A/I /E /30).
I am indebted to Dr. J. F. A. Mason and Mr. Donal
O'Sullivan for drawing Hunt's song to my attention.
See "Letters to the Editor" in Times, 21, 26 August
1967.
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PLATE

4.

PHOTOGRAPH OF GEORGE WARD HUNT.

accidental higher rate of wages. " 28 On this ground he radically advocated Women's Suffrage,
and a vote for agricultural workers, not won until1884. In Treasury matters he showed a judicious
preference for simple expedients, but not for a simple and uniform system which, claiming to
satisfy the "general interest," "sacrificed a great many people." A budget equalizing an excise
duty on male servants and horses he called a 'rich man's budget.' It raised the tax of a country
coal dealer having one horse over 13 hands and two ponies under 13 from a guinea to a guinea
and a half and reduced the duty on the saddle-horses of the rich man. It would likewise be a
"mighty matter to a lad of 15, anxious to get his foot on the first round of the ladder, because it
would prevent many from employing a lad, or induce them to employ a man instead." Hunt's
pioneering dog licence taxed the tenant, not the shepherd. The remission of the corn duty to the
amount of £900,000 was in favour of the poor man but "if this amount were divided among the
28
Times, 13 April1869, p. 6a & b. The remainder
of the material for this paragraph is drawn from WH
236, 28 February 1868; Times, 9 Apri11869, pp. 5c;

14 May 1869, p. 8b; 8 April 1872, p. 8e; 19 September 1873, p. 4f; Hill, p. 230.
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number of quartern loaves consumed in the country there was no coin in the realm that would
denote the poor man's share." A large proportion of local rates, he told the Northamptonshire
Chamber of Agriculture at Kettering on 8 April 1872, was for Imperial purposes. Only 25% of
the cost of police came from the Imperial Exchequer and since Northamptonshire bordered on
13 counties many duplications of police existed. The cost of keeping obligatory pauper lunatic
asylums was four times the cost of keeping a pauper yet the Lunacy Commission dictated management, diet, and buildings. "If the central authority was to dictate the number of cubic feet of air
in prison cells, let the central authority pay." He urged the War department to carry out Spring
Manoeuvres in place of Autumn Manoeuvres which took harvesters away "at the time of their
best earnings and left their wives to support themselves on the paltry sum given-only 3d. per
day." At the annual agricultural dinner at Kettering in 1873 he predicted that the current rise in
wages would benefit employers "since men would be .able to keep their families in a state of
greater respectability and would attain a greater degree of self-respect than when they were
dragging on a miserable existence to make two ends meet." Lord Henley commented that "if
landlords would afford their tenants such accommodation as was given them by Mr. Hunt, the
labourer would be found, not only reasonable, but friendly to deal with." Celebrated as the best
landlord in the county, Hunt took old-fashioned care of his friends in Wadenhoe. Present family
members like to tell how, even as Chancellor, he made sure that "any mother in Wadenhoe who
had just given birth to a child would have a three-weeks' extra supply of fresh cow's milk until
she could get on her feet again."
Despite his extraordinary dimensions and great physical strength Hunt was in fact unwell
throughout his career. He was criticized at Kettering on 11 December 1857 for thinking "more
of his soup and tankards of ale than of the constituency." He had talked in an earlier appearance
"of being very unwell and of his physical strength, two things difficult to reconcile; he told the
people if they wanted to go to their dinner they might go, he wouldn't be bullied." Hunt apologized. "It was at the risk of his health that he had come forward, and he was reduced to the
necessity of asking quarter. That refreshment to which allusion had been made in gibing terms
was necessary to enable him to address them at all." 29 In a congratulatory note, 3 March 1868,
Sir Charles !sham, Lamport Hall, Northampton, "hoped that the services required in the
Chancellorship might not be the cause of Hunt's health suffering in any way." "I always think
you do too much," wrote another. Of a minor financial miscalculation Hunt wrote to Disraeli on
23 April 1871: "I suppose I got rheumatism into my head yesterday." Suffering from gout and
"heart-complaint-fatty degeneration," in his mid-forties he commenced going to Homburg for
mineral baths. "I am here by my Doctors orders ac't of Gouty tendencies," he wrote from
Homburg, 24 July 1871, to Lord Salisbury. He was not well enough on 31 January 1874 to address
people in public on the Liberal Surplus. It was in Homburg whither he had travelled from Antwerp
with his sister, Mary, in an invalid carriage that he died at 4-00 a.m. on Sunday, 29 July 1877,
one day before his fifty-third birthday. His physicians at Homburg were Dr. Dietz, the most
eminent physician of that city, and an English physician, Dr. Holman of Reigate. All English and
American residents and visitors attended the funeral, Tuesday morning, 31 July, more than
100 in number.
Even as a slain giant, Hunt's bulk caused some inconvenience. "The eight bearers seemed
to have much difficulty in placing the coffin in the hearse," Colonel Gardiner reported from
Homburg. "It was said to weigh near 30 stone [420 pounds]! Mr. Hunt's weight was 25 [350 _
29
Mercury> 12 December 1857> p. 3. Material for
the account of Hunt's decline> death and burial is
drawn from WH 230, 236> 294> 28 February> 3
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Hu/47, 28 April 1871, B/XX/Hu/94/95> 4 August
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B52/1, Lord Beaconsfield to the Queen, 23 June
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pounds]." 3 0 At Cologne, on her escorted trip back to England, Mrs. Hunt suffered a miscarriage
with her eleventh child. 31
As a First Lord, Hunt's successor, W. H. Smith, "the bookman," bulks larger in posterity's
estimation, but when Smith was first introduced at Windsor on 19 December 1877, the Queen
associated him with "poor Mr. Ward Hunt" and Hunt's widow. She "crossed the room," wrote
Smith, "and came straight to me, asked if we were in the Admiralty and after Mrs. Hunt." Alice
Hunt continued to take a keen interest in all appertaining to the welfare of the poorer inhabitants
of the village, and was much beloved by them. 32 When she died seventeen years later at 58 Courtfield Gardens, Kensington, London, she was interred in the vault at Wadenhoe.
MARGARET MAIN SCHOENBERG.
30 RA E53 /36, Colonel Gardiner to the Queen,
31 July 1877; RA E53/42, 6 August 1877.
3 1 Chilston, p. 100.
32 Northampton Herald, 29 December 1894. The
notice incorrectly states that Mrs. Hunt was interred
"beside her late husband." But the brass plate in
Wadenhoe Church beneath the window to his
memory reads: " ... died ... at Homburg, in Ger-

many, where his body rests." In the cemetery in
Homburg beneath a cross of white marble and upon
a tablet of the same material, the text reads ·: The
Right Hon. George Ward Hunt, ofWadenhoe House,
Oundle, England, M.P. for N. Northamptonshire,
and First Lord of the Admiralty, died here July 29,
1877, aged 52, "Blessed are the dead which die in
the Lord."

NoiSE! NoisE! NoiSE!
To the Editor of the Northampton Mercury (published 15 October 1853)
Sir,- Is there no way of putting down what has become quite a nuisance on Saturdays in
the Market Square [Northampton], viz. the continual hum, hum, booom (sic) of sundry
steam engines? It would seem unnecessary to trouble you about it, but the police say they
have no power, and since the mayoralty of F. Parker, Esq. [1849-51], the highest civic
office in the town has become a useless one, so far as the Market Square is concerned.
I remain, your obedient servant,
A WEEKLY SUFFERER
We are overwhelmed with similar complaints. Nobody wishes to prevent the exhibition of
agricultural implements in the [Saturday] market, but everybody thinks it might be
sufficient if they were set to work when any person likely to become a purchaser required
it. As it is, a bewildering noise like the monotonous drone of a monster bagpipe, begins in
the morning and ends only with nightfall.
George J. de Wilde (1804-71), the distinguished editor of the Northampton Mercury, lived
in the Market Square himself, which no doubt accounts for the sympathetic comment on A Weekly
Sufferer's complaint. The steam engines concerned would have been portable (mounted on four
wheels), and of a type being increasingly used by up-to-date farmers for tasks such as threshing,
pumping, grinding and sawing. At least two Northampton firms were making portable engines
during the 1850s: William Allchin & Son, Globe Steam Engine Works, Augustine Street, and
William Butlin, Vulcan Steam Boiler Works, Weston Street.
The Saturday market at Northampton, at which livestock and agricultural equipment were
exhibited for sale, was transferred in 1873 from the Market Square to a purpose-built market
(still in use) south of Victoria Promenade.
Francis Parker was a shoe manufacturer who lived at 82 Derngate (Becket House). His
successors in the mayoralty were Thomas Hagger (1851-52), a brewer and maltster, and Philadelphus }eyes (1852-53), a pharmaceutical chemist. All three were Whig-Liberals politically.
V.A.H.
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In early 1885 a limited liability company was formed, the Northamptonshire County
Cricket and Recreation Grounds Company Limited, to raise funds for the purchase of a badly
needed County Cricket Ground. Sir Herewald Wake, Bart. and Mr. Joseph Hill, Squire of
Wollaston and occasional captain of the County Eleven, advanced the £2,000 required, and the
Ground of ten acres-the present County Ground at Wantage Road, Northampton-was ready
for play the following year.
The cricketers of the County were enjoying much success. Against other counties and
M.C.C., Northants from 1881 until 1885 won 18 and lost only 8 out of 35 matches played, and,
in good time for the annual Dinner of the Club-to be held in April, 1885 at the Plough Hotel,
Northampton-the captain, J. P. Kingston, composed a special Song (set to the tune of 'Bonny
Dundee'), which was printed in either broadsheet fashion (8" x 5") or on the menu: the present
writer is uncertain which method was adopted. We may rest assured, however, that it was distributed among all the diners.
At the Dinner it was sung most resonantly by one Charles E. Thorpe, a rather moderate
and occasional County player from 1880 until 1886, who compensated handsomely by his popularity as a songster: he was in frequent demand at social gatherings such as this. Mindful that he
was a director of the limited liability company, he did full justice to the Song's lyrics and chorus.
The Song is reprinted below. The present writer has never seen it listed in Cricket Bibliography or reproduced elsewhere.
J
D C
AMES

•

OLDHAM.

Notes on the Players mentioned in the Song

1.
THOMAS H. G. WELCH
(1859-1936)

2.
G. J. GULLIVER
(1853-1925)

3.
THOMAS GASCOINE BEAL
(or BEALE)
(c.1853-1932)
4.
JOSEPH MADDEN
(1863-c.1924)

5.
WILLIAM ARTHUR JOHN WEST
( 1862-1938)

Splendid hard-hitting bat; excellent field. Northants 1878-96; 1,383
runs average 24.26, including 146 not out v. Stoics, 1886. Capt.
Trinity Coli., Dublin. Surrey club cricket. All-round athlete.
Schoolmaster. Son, T.B.G., Northants 1922-31. Younger brother,
F.C.B., Northants 1885-89.
Upstanding and brilliant bat, strong on leg; quick in field. Northants
1873-95, averaging 14 with bat; hit first recorded century for
County, 103 v. M.C.C. at Lord's, 1884. Schoolmaster at Abbey
School, Beckenham 1879-1917. (See Ben Travers, Vale of Laughter).
Dangerous slow to medium bowler, reputedly first googly bowler;
useful bat. Northants 1883-96; 106 wickets at 15.36 runs each and
799 runs. Took 7-10 for Gents. of Northampton v. Parsees, 1886.
Shoe Manufacturer.
Useful medium to fast bowler, with leg break. Northants 1885-90;
27 wickets at 17.70 runs each. A practice bowler at County Ground
at 10/- a week until striking, then was sacked by Club. A rough
diamond not improved by this treatment. Born Northampton: much
travelled pro, fulfilling engagements at Cambridge University and
in Lancashire, etc.
Over six feet and powerfully built. Splendid fast bowler and very
hard hitter. Northants 1884-92; 121 wickets at 16.41 eac4 and 1,126
runs average 17.87, including 105 v. Hertfordshire, 1889. Took 8-37
for 20 of Northampton v. North of England, 1885. Warwickshire
(native county) 1891. M.C.C. Ground Staff from 1888 until 1929.
H.S. 190 for M.C.C. v. Malvern College, 1891. Very good FirstClass Umpire, standing in Test Matches, and defended old Northants
colleague, A. M old, in 'Throwing' controversy. Champion amateur
boxer, winning Queensbury and Amateur Boxing Assn. Heavyweight Cups. (Scars of battle were left on nose).
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6.
JOSEPH POTTER ("JOE")
(1839-1906)

7/14.
KINGSTON FAMILY
7.
FREDERICK WILLIAM

(1855-1933)
8.
J AMES PHILLIP

(1857-1929)

9.
HAROLD JOHN

(1862-1944)
10.
GEORGE HERBERT

(1864-1959)
11.
CHARLES ARTHUR

(1865-1917)
12.
WALTER PARK

(1867-1937)
13.
WILLIAM HAROLD

(1874-1956)
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Very good medium-pace round arm bowler; average bat; good
field (esp. point). Northants 1873-88; 180 wickets at 12 runs each,
including 12-61 v. M.C.C. at Lord's, 1882. Spearhead of attack
with Thomas Alley. Although Northamptonian by birth, much
travelled pro. Kent 1871; Surrey 1879-81; Wiltshire; and Northants
again. 78 wickets at 16.26 each for Surrey, 1880. Coached at Madborough College. First-Class Umpire 1892-97.
Eight of nine brothers Kingston played for County 1874-1909.
Father was Headmaster of Abingdon House School, Northampton.
Stylish bat; splendid wicket-keeper. Northants 1874-94, often as
captain; H.S. 91 v. Free Foresters, 1892. Cambridge blue 1878.
Devon 1880-81. Prolific run-getter Newton College, S.Devon. In
Holy Orders, headmaster of Guilsborough G.S. Novelist and poet.
Best all-rounder of family. Brilliant punishing bat; very useful legbreak bowler; sure field at point. Northants 1875-92; captain 187787 and 1891. First paid secretary 1891-93. 1,935 runs average 17.56
and 99 wickets at 16 runs each. Warwickshire 1894. Smethwick in
Birmingham League. Prolific scorer in club cricket. Carried bat for
223 for Northants C.&G. v. Grammar School Rovers, 1887.
Lawyer, artist and writer.
Dashing bat and good out-fielder. Northants 1879-92, averaging
36.14 in 1884 and hitting 167 v. Rutland that year. Brewer.
Careful bat of great power; good wicket-keeper. Northants 1883-91;
hit at least one fifty. Prolific scorer in club cricket. Clerk in Holy
Orders.
Very steady bat. Northants 1886-96; H.S . 122 v. Stoics, 1886.
Schoolmaster; served in second Boer War.
Useful bat, though "rather apt to get his legs in front" . Northants
1885-93; headed averages with 43.50 in 1891. Clerk in Holy Orders.
Very steady bat; useful field. Northants 1896-1909. In Minor
County years 4,167 runs average 27.41, including 7 centuries; in
First-Class years 2,596 runs average 18.81, including 83 and 50 v.
Leicestershire, 1908. Headed averages 1908 with 989 runs average
23. Received first ball ever bowled to Northants batsman in FirstClass Championship (1905). Gentlemen v. Players at The Oval,
1904, first Northants amateur to appear. Sports outfitter.

14.
HUBERT ERNEST

(1876-1955)

Useful bat and slow bowler. Northants 1894-1906. In Minor County
years 2,177 runs average 24.18 and 132 wickets at 20.68 runs each;
in First-Class years 335 runs average 15.93. Founder secretary
Long Buckby Tennis Tournament; a Challenge Cup presented to
his memory. Lawyer.
All the brothers-including the non-county cricketer, Frank Cecil
-were expert Rugger players.

15.
JOHN A. TURNER
(1854-1912)
16.
THOMAS ALLEY
(1857- ?)

17.
CHARLES BULL
(1854-c.l900)

Careful opening bat; useful change bowler; fair field. Northants
1873-90; 1,255 runs average 19.01 , including six fifties. Director of
the Limited Liability Company.
Described as 'fast overhand bowler, very straight and good spin'.
Northants 1880-90; 181 wickets at 14.45 runs each. Spearhead of
attack with Joe Potter. A Londoner and much-travelled pro, infamous for 'injurious language', for which he was hauled regularly
before committee. Pedestrian of some note.
Under average height. Good bat; sure field; medium-pace roundarm change bowler. Northants 1882-87; 590 runs average 12.29.
Rushden born. Elder brother of George Bull.
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18.
GEORGE BULL
(1861-93)

5 ft. 3! ins. height. One of best all-rounders in midlands; illness
cut short most promising career. Sturdy opening bat; useful mediumpace bowler; splendid field at cover. Northants 1884-89; 1,055 runs
average 18.15,- including 123 v. Staffordshire, 1889 and 39 wickets
at 19.71 runs each. Several centuries for Northants C. & G.; in
1889 put up 254 for first wicket undefeated with G. J. Gulliver for
C. & G. v. Rugby Town. Engaged by Surrey 1889, but health
failed and, despite voyage to Australia, never played again and died
at native Rushden. Benefit Match: Gents of Northants v. Free
Foresters at Northampton, 1890.
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Northamptonshire County Cricket Club
ANNUAL DINNER, 1885
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SONG BY THE CAPTAIN (J. P. KINGSTON, EsQ.)
Tune.-Bonny Dundee.
THE feast it is over, let wine cups be spread,
Let mirth and enJ· oyment run riot instead,
And ye who love pleasure that's manly and true,
Raise your glasses to cricket-so fill up anew.
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Then fill up your glasses, and drain them again,
And raise high your voices, and sing out like men;
That cricket long flourish, brave hearts to delight,
Is the wish and the toast of all present to-night.
Here's a toast to our County and New County GroundMay patrons and players in plenty be found,
To pull well together and pull with a will,
And success in the future our hopes will fulfil.
There be clubs in the country inore noted in name,
Whom we hope in the future to rival in fame;
Success, like a goddess, in laurel wreaths crown'd,
Has never on courage or energy frown' d.
In fields more important, and works more revered,
Gaunt Failure, the witch, has no cause to be feared,
If hope be man's pilot and wisdom his guide,
As he toils o'er the waves of life's perilous tide.
We've Welch1 on the off, who can cover a side,
And Gulliver 2 travels with Lilliput stride;
Beal,3 Madden,4 and West, 5 and the veteran "Joe."6
Are bowlers well varied-fast, medium, and slow.
There be Kings tons 7/ 14 and Turner, 15 defence is his skill,
Our own Bowling Alley16 can pelt if he will,
With others unnamed, who the willow can wield,
Whilst two spirited Bulls 17 jl8 must be feared in the field.
Then a bumper to cricket, with music and song,
And scorn not the pleasures to life that belong,
For every to-morrow speeds fast on to-day,
And life's varied season flies swiftly away.
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CHURCHIS CHINA STORES
Specialists in fine china and glass for over I 30 years
have moved to
the rebuilt
I6th Century
Welsh House
on the
Market Square)
Northampton

Telephone 38o82

19alut given Gor Cibrarits

B. RICE
J\ntiqnarian lllnoks, jffitaps,

~rints

Northamptonshire Material Our Speciality
Coins, Medals, Antiqu,es, Restoration work, Repairs
Bookbinding, Picture-Frame Mouldings For Sale
or made up to your order

4 NORTH ST. OUNDLE
'Phones Oundle 3404 or 2611

oi Books, in monty or
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LANDSCAPE ARCHAEOLOGY
by M. ASTON AND T. ROWLEY
(David and Charles. 217 pp. 19 plates. 51 figs.)
This book by two well-known fieldworkers is an attempt to provide a practical introduction
to fieldwork techniques to be used in the recording and understanding of post-Roman landscapes.
To this end there are chapters on fieldwalking techniques and recording, earthwork surveying,
the use of maps, aerial photography, fieldwork in towns, villages and the countryside; everything
receives a mention, from abbeys to medieval pottery kilns, from salterns to market places. The
result is a book which does have some useful and interesting things to say about medieval town
plans and their development, fishponds and church plans; there are some valuable interpretative
drawings, for example, of mills and ponds at Alvechurch in Warwickshire and a good sequence
plan of a complicated set of earthworks at Bordesley Abbey, Worcs. The photographs are good
and considerable thought has been devoted to the line drawings, unfortunately greatly overreduced in some instances. Now there is no doubt about the importance and interest of the kind
of work the authors describe, in view of the rapid changes which are overtaking the modern
landscape, and the destruction of earthworks and ancient field systems by ploughing, town and
village expansion schemes and so on. But the scope of this book is so wide that the authors feel
obliged to move on to fresh topics before they have had time to develop anything to the extent
one feels they could, producing rather a series of generalities; do we really need to be told, for
example, (p.37) that "Domestic pottery up to the Middle Ages was usually very coarse and black,
grey or red in colour, but in most periods there have been better wares"? Descriptions of earthwork types and of other archaeological features have already been available for years in the
Ordnance Survey's Field Archaeology (4th edition 1963), to which the text of this book in one
place bears a very strong resemblance (the remarks on castle remains on p. 145). The advice on
fieldwork is not always the most helpful; the best time to walk ploughed fields to look for archaeological material is not immediately after ploughing (p. 30) in the autumn and spring, but some
time after, when the ground has been broken up and weathered down. It might be thought that
there are better ways of conducting earthwork surveys than those described here (for which now
see C. C. Taylor's Fieldwork in Medieval Archaeology, which has much of interest about Northamptonshire in it). One seriously wonders whether the production of a contour plan of a deserted
medieval village site is the ideal (p. 137) since a good hachured survey is able to convey more
information, as the authors themselves recognise in the case of fishponds (p. 40). On the whole
a highly priced book at £5.50.
A. E. BROWN.

"HEDGES"
by E. POLLARD, M. D. HOOPER AND N. w. MOORE
(No . 58 Collins New Naturalist Series £3.50 39 Photographs 56 Text Figures 20 Tables)
After reading "Hedges" one cannot help having a much broader view of the term 'hedge'.
In the book the three authors, research scientists with the National Environmental Research
Council (previously the Nature Conservancy) at the Monkswood Research Station, Huntingdonshire, give a fascinating account of hedges, opening a new world of interest to the reader. One
cannot help but mourn the fate of so many Midland and East Anglian hedges. Somewhere about .
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100,000 miles of them were destroyed in the period 1957-66. This was largely brought about by
farmers in an effort to increase production and efficiency. The authors admit that this book is
only a beginning in the work to establish the importance of our hedgerows in the balance of
nature and their ecology.
The book begins with an historical account of hedges from their early mention in Caesar's
Gallic Wars; not yet what we consider a hedge. Hedges were used to delineate early boundaries
between parishes and villages. Such hedges were largely of mixed species derived from woodland
edges or plants collected from the woods. Most of the hedges in Eastern England, however,
appeared as single species hedges resulting from the Parliamentary Enclosure Acts in the 18th
and 19th century. Perhaps the most interesting idea to come from the book is that of Dr. Hooper
concerned with the dating of a hedge. From old hedges which appear on old dated maps he
developed the hypothesis that a hedge is enriched by one new species every 100 years. Eventually
_ he derived the following equation:Age of Hedge = (99 X No. of Species) - 16
This equation replaced an earlier, less accurate one. The species are those shrub species appearing
in a 30 yard stretch. It is, however, pointed out that the results must be interpreted with care.
The hypothesis is backed up by evidence obtained from experimental hedges at Monkswood,
comparison being made between these hedges and the 11th century Judith's Hedge.
The middle portion of the book is devoted to a necessarily brief description of the flora
and fauna of our hedgerows. It is demonstrated that hedgerows have been substituted as an
alternative habitat to woodlands by many plants and animals. The rate at which herbaceous
plants colonise a hedge can be used to help date it since some plants are definite indicators-Dog's
Mercury. There is in fact much scope for further work concerning the fauna of hedgerows;
mammals in particular are a good example, since there is great difficulty in studying them. The ·
invertebrates are also little understood because of their vast numbers. It is not surprising that so
much is known about the birds of the hedgerows since they are probably the group of animals
most commonly studied. It is apparent that hedges are used not only as food sources but also for
shelter for those animals feeding in the fields.
The last part of the book deals with the farmer and his relationship with the hedge. To
him the hedge provides shelter for crops and animals in addition to demarcating his boundaries.
Interesting details are given by the authors of the microclimatic effect of hedges on both crops
and animals. Pests, however, also obtain shelter from a hedge in which they can over-winter on
shrubs which act as alternative hosts in some cases. It is also true that many of the animals in the
hedge are predators on these pests. The management technique used by the farmer is also
important. Different methods being used to adapt the hedge for different purposes. Laying a
hedge provides the thickest and most effective hedge. The apparent brutality of machine trimming
causes little permanent damage to a good hedge. Eventually it seems that the fate of our hedges
will be one of economics. It is ironic that this condition produced them to a great extent. The
authors point out that we protested when they appeared and now protest at their loss. Another
factor in their fate strangely is membership of the Common Market. Perhaps as the authors say
the strangest thing is "considering the very different conditions which exist today compared with
those when hedges were planted the extraordinary thing is not that many hedges have gone, but
that so many remain". Those we have are nearly twice the acreage of the National Nature Reserves.
This to me was a book I found of great interest. As a teacher it suggested several topics
which 6th form pupils might be encouraged to study. I am sure that this will recommend the
book to other teachers. It is a book with a wide field of interest which ought to appeal to historians,
geographers as well as biologists and field naturalists. It produces much food for thought for both
farmers and conservationists. It is a book which tries to take into consideration both those who
would keep the hedges and those who would remove them.

T. C.
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NASEBY.

A PARISH HISTORY
EDITED BY R. L. GREENALL
(University of Leicester 46 pp. 50p.)
The local history students of the Adult Education Department of Leicester University are
to be congratulated on producing a vivid account of the history of Naseby. The group were
determined not to be intimidated by the Great Battle of Naseby, seeing it as a chapce event
which, although having a place in the history of the village, does not necessarily deserve pride
of place.
Using primary source material they have succeeded in their task so that what emerges is,
at times, an uncanny reflection of the main stream of our national history. Moreover, as the
history of Naseby unfolds, the layman is skilfully and implicitly made aware of the tools with
which the local historian fashions his work of art.
Naseby is not Scandinavian in origin as its name suggests but was settled by Saxons from
West Germany who moved from the Thames Valley, via Daventry, in the sixth century. Though
by 1086 its Saxon name of Hnaefesburg had become Navesberie, there is no real evidence of any
Danish influence.
By the time of the Norman invasion, Christianity, which was introduced from Brixworth,
had been established in Naseby for at least 350 years. The village had also been laid waste by the
supporters of Earl Morcar who moved south to Northampton after defeating Tostig.
The Domesday Book shows William Peveril as lord of the manor but during the next
40.0 years the ownership changed many times. Over the same period about one-third of the Manor
was granted to the Abbey of Sulby. Like most Midland settlements, Naseby expanded steadily
during the Middle Ages but at the end of the fourteenth century the population began to decline
as the result of the Black Death in 1349.
During the sixteenth century Naseby reflected two major trends in our national history.
Firstly, the dissolution of the monasteries meant the end of Sulby Abbey and the distribution of
its property to laymen, the most important of whom was Sir Christopher Hatton. As in other
parts of the country there were subsequent transfers of land with the result that sometime after
1545 all the monastic lands were in the hands of the Shuckburgh family. Secondly, the ideas of
the 'Commonweal' men fast gained ground in the second half of the century and evidence from
the wills of prominent Naseby families of that period clearly show that they were imbued with
the ideas of communal responsibility.
Though the battle of Naseby is shown as the decisive engagement between Charles I and
Parliamentary forces and that the king's defeat was due to the failure of Lord Gorton to join him,
the most remarkable fact seems to be that it made no impression on the village itself. The battle
was not recorded in the parish register nor in any other local document.
Parish registers have proved to be an invaluable source in constructing the demographic
· pattern of the village from Elizabethan times to the Georgian period. They clearly reflect the
effect of the plagues of the seventeenth century which reduced the number of surnames during
the period 1630-62 to nine.
Using the contemporary evidence of the Rev. J. Mastin and William Pitt, a clear impression
of pre-enclosure Naseby has been created. It depicts a backward agricultural community, blind
to the benefits of improved farming techniques. It also acts as a useful corrective of the old view
that the introduction of enclosures caused poverty. Whilst enclosure was not initiated until 1817
~he po~r rates ~ea~hed their pe~k in 1812-13, ~ainly .as the resu!t of a decline in the cottag~
mdustnes of spmrung and weavmg. A second mterestmg fact whtch emerges is that enclosure
had no adverse effects on the population: far from causing migration, the population steadily
increased until 1840.
Another general trend of the nineteenth century was the eclipse of the Church of England
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and the triumph of Methodism. However, the Established Church never lost its control over
education despite the constant threat of the imposition of a non-sectarian Board School after the
Education Act of 1870.
The history of the agricultural labourer is also mirrored in Naseby. A branch of Joseph
Arch's National Agricultural Labourers' Union was set up in 1873. Arch's Union was finally
broken nationally by lock-outs and the school log book of Naseby shows clearly that the older
boys were absent from school to help in the fields and thus break the strike. Yet another national
tendency is seen in the support that working class unionists and Methodists gave to Gladstone
and the Liberals in the last two decades of the nineteenth century.
Even in the twentieth century Naseby continues to represent the 'national norm': it no
longer can be regarded as a farming community but as a commuter village whose new inhabitants
travel to Northampton or Market Harborough to work.
Mr. Greenall's group have not only succeeded in producing a fascinating parish history,
they have also provided local material which can be used by teachers to illustrate national history.
Furthermore, they have provided an inspiration and a practical guide for all aspiring local historians.
S.

I

C.

NORSWORTHY.

HATCHMENTS IN BRITAIN
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE, WARWICKSHIRE AND WORCESTERSHIRE
EDITED BY PETER SUMMERS

(Phillimore & Go. Ltd.

1974 £2.00)

His means of death, his obscure burial,
No trophy, sword nor hatchment o'er his bones,
No noble rite nor formal ostentation".
In these words, Laertes in Hamlet (Act IV Se. 5) described the shabby treatment of his father
Polonius, when he was stabbed by the Prince in mistake for King Claudius. It is the only time in
Shakespeare's works when Hatchments are mentioned, and, indeed, it was only in the late 16th
century that Hatchments began to be used as a matter of course. The word is a version of
"achievement", a term used in heraldry to signify the setting out of armorial bearings with all
that belongs to them; shield, helm, crest, supporters and motto. The earlier hatchments were
simple affairs, but as time went on they became more elaborate and the black lozenge shaped
shields on which the arms were displayed were hung on the wall or over the porch of the house
of the person deceased, and then removed to the parish church. Some churches have good
collections of these hatchments. There are, for instance, seventeen of them at Stanford on Avon
church in Northamptonshire, and other churches with eminent families 'as Lords of the Manor
must similarly have had collections of them.
They were regarded with disfavour by the Oxford movement, and, perhaps, also by the
evangelical party in the church, as secular manifestations of family pride, and many have been
removed, and destroyed. The one surviving hatchment at Lamport, for instance, where there
must once have been many, the writer discovered in the attic at the Hall, had it restored and
removed to the parish church. The Rector agreed to receive it provided it was placed inconspicuously under the Tower, where no-one could see it. It has, since a change of incumbent, been
restored to its rightful place in the chancel.
The antiquary has, however, never lost sight of the heraldic and historical importance of
the hatchment. In Northamptonshire, Charles Markham in 1910 published an article on the
surviving hatchments in the churches, and discovered 134 examples. Mr. R. J. Kitchin, to whom
most sensibly was entrusted the Northamptonshire section of the present book, in the 1950s
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checked Markham's list, and discovered that 13 of those recorded by him had disappeared, but
was able to add 40 to the list (not all of them in churches) overlooked by Markham, and to correct
some of the blazons inaccurately recorded by him.
The volume here reviewed is the first of a series intended to cover all the English counties
as well as Wales, Scotland and Ireland. As -Mr. Summers, the general editor remarks in his
Introduction, Hatchments are "not only decorative, but of great interest to the herald, genealogist
and local historian".
The objection to the display of Hatchments in churches today is not doctrinal, or theological, but incumbents are apt to waive their responsibilities by the excuse that they are "too far
gone to repair, or that the cost of restoration is too great". As Mr. Summers points out, neither
reason is valid, and he undertakes to tell any incumbent how to restore them simply and satisfactorily at minimum cost. It is to be hoped that this generous offer will be accepted, although it
is feared that many even now will remain inactive, and more hatchments will disappear.
The practice is not extinct even today. The writer recalls in the early 1950s a very fine
hatchment on display in Eaton Square, and when the late Sir Hereward Wake died in 1963, a
good hatchment was painted for him by Mr. C. B. Savage (now in Courteenhall church).
There is, however, one aspect of these hatchments which is not explored in the present
volume, but which is not without interest. Who painted these hatchments? Presumably, the local
"herald painter" who similarly adorned carriages with coats of arms, or added them to the family
portraits. Who were these men, and were they also local artists, who could do modest portraits
for those who could not afford London prices? The herald painters, of course, could do Inn Signs
as well as hatchments, and carriage achievements. It is not without interest that the father of
Sir Thomas Lawrence was an inn-keeper at Devizes! If we knew more about them, we could
identify styles and answer questions.
Mr. Kitchin, who has worked so long and so fruitfully on our county hatchments, is able
to identify styles, and to say, for instance, that the hatchment for Sir Justinian Isham, 9th Bart.
at Lamport is by the same hand as one of the Bouverie monuments at Hardingstone. Perhaps a
search of old account books might lead to our acquiring the names of these herald painters, and,
perhaps, to an understanding of their more general artistic achievement and position in society.
GYLES !SHAM.

FIELDWORK IN INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY
by J. KENNETH MAJOR
(Batsford 1975 0 7134 2928 3 (Hardcover); 0 7134 2929 1 (Limp))
In ~he twenty y~ars since th~ term firs~ appeared in print, industrial archaeology has
evolved qmckly to provtde a focal pomt for the mterests of many people and contributes another
dimension to our studies of the past. Whilst there is considerable divergence of opinion in recent
books (Buchanan, Cossons, Raistrick*) as to the scope and nature of industrial archaeology, there
is general agreement on the need for accepted standards of technique such as those developed for
other and more traditional branches of archaelogy since the beginning of the century. Thus the
time is opportune for a publication establishing a disciplined approach for the work of the industrial archaelogist.
Unfortunately this book fails to do this because of the fieldwork aspect of the title which
leaves the author enthusing on the discovery, recording and interpretation of the physical remains
with little regard to the people involved and the way fieldwork and documentary research can
complement each other in industrial and local history. There is no consideration of the aims of
industrial archaeology so that it must be assumed that the readets will have had their interest
aroused elsewhere, probably through the books already mentioned. If so, there is little need for
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37 pages of the first chapter outlining the scope of industrial archaeology in a superficial and
sometimes misleading manner.
For example, Mr. Major writes "The iron-making sites at Wellingborough, which were
large, have now all been demolished and the site is an industrial estate". From the last part of the
statement one could infer that there was only one area in Wellingborough used for iron smelting
but in addition to the ironworks north of Finedon Road which closed in 1962, the county's first
commercial smelting of iron in the nineteenth century was at Butlin's East End works near the
centre of the town and in 1867 Butlin erected furnaces on another site now occupied by the
British Leyland foundry.
The book's first chapter also perpetuates the old categories for study which were defined
in the early days of industrial archaeology. These have now been discarded by many industrial
archaeologists in favour of the "grid" approach where one set of categories relate to the industrial
activity and its product and another set of categories relate to aspects which are common to most
of the categories in the first set, for example, power sources, buildings and accommodation,
internal transport and workers' housing. It has been suggested that this "grid" might provide a
basis for a systematic approach to industrial archaeology.
The most useful part of the book is the chapter on Measured drawings of Industrial
Buildings. Mr. Major, who is by profession an architect, provides some excellent examples of his
work and a very detailed case study on how he prepared drawings for Dowrich Mill, near Crediton,
Devon. This section would be useful to anyone contemplating recording a building whether or
not·it is an industrial one.
It is unfortunate that the same degree of detail and explanation is lacking in the other
chapters which deal with types of fieldwork, recording the site or monument, background research,
photography, tools, private records and publication of the results of fieldwork. Instead there are
categorical statements and instructions: "As soon as possible the field worker should mount his
(photographic) prints in albums" or vague generalisations. This is particularly noticeable in the
chapter on Photography. For the more general aspects the reader could have been referred to the
titles in the book's very selective bibliography so allowing more consideration of the specific
problems encountered in photography for industrial archaeology. The author has encountered
difficulties as evidenced by some of his plates and these prompt the question 'Does the industrial
archaeologist photograph a building or artefact merely to say it has been photographed or is the
photograph intended to communicate features peculiar to that particular item?' The purpose of
the fieldwork is only vaguely discussed and one senses it might be an end in itself when it is said
"Most industrial archaeologists enjoy their fieldwork because it gives them a sense of purpose".
Kenneth Major is well-known as an outstanding field-worker in industrial archaeology and
the many examples in his book show a wide range of experience from many parts of the country.
However, his recognised expertise is not apparent in the book which gives the impression that
industrial archaeology is still at the level of the enthusiastic amateur rather than beginning to
develop standards comparable to those of the established branches of archaeology.
GEOFFREY

H.

STARMER.

*Buchanan, A. Industrial Archaeology in Britain Penguin 1972.
Cossons, Neil BP Book of Industrial Archaeology David & Charles 1975
Raistrick, A. Industrial Archaeology, a historical introduction Paladin 1973

'A HISTORY OF NORTHAMPTON GENERAL HOSPITAL' 1743
by F. F. WADDY
(The Guildhall Press (Northampton) Ltd.)

TO

1948

Dr. Waddy has written an interesting book in which the early historical chapters are of more
interest to the social historians than the later ones dealing with medical progress. Much of the
information cannot be found elsewhere and amongst much else it throws light on the origins of
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the voluntary hospitals, a system of medical care as unique to England as was the public school
system a century later. How did this come about?
To mediaeval man illness was God's punishment for sin; not for him to tamper with divine
providence. The early hospitals were therefore custodial, caring for the poor and destitute; St.
Peter's founded by the canons of York Minster in 947 being the first recorded in England. Since
the sick often became the destitute, many within the walls of similar hospitals must indeed also
have been ill or crippled. St. Bartholomew's in London established in 1123 was the first whose
charter specifically mentioned the relief of sick persons as well as the needy. Thus was opened
the way for cure as well as care. This example was followed all over the country by religious
orders aided financially by Norman magnates. Although Henry VIII promised parliament that
if it supported the dissolution of the monasteries he would preserve their hospitals, he did not
keep his word-without exception, all were destroyed. Only London was powerful enough to
force him to give way and St. Bartholomew's was reopened in 1546, St. Thomas's a few years
later. None were restored outside the capital.
For the next two hundred years the indifference of the church was matched only by the
cupidity of the state; both turned a deaf ear to the m~ny appeals, based on both compassionate
and economic grounds, urging them to endow hospitals in the provinces as well as London. The
only universities in England, Oxford and Cambridge, gave degrees in Medicine without any
attempt to base their teaching on the care of patients, physicians had to travel abroad to obtain
practical experience in their art. It was left therefore to private enterprise to fill the gap, the first
being the Winchester County Hospital which opened its doors in 1736. The campaign for its
endowment was led by Dr. Alured Clark, prebendary of the Cathedral. As befits Northampton
it was a nonconformist divine Dr. Doddridge, together with a young physician Dr. Stonhouse
who were the moving spirits in the action which led to the opening of the County Infirmary (as
it was first called) in George Row in 1743 a mere seven years after Winchester.
The sermons preached by Doddridge and others emphasized the duty of the Christian to
show humanity and compassion to the less fortunate. As was to be expected in the age of enlightenment, appeals to charity were not enough. 'As many as are recovered ... so many working
hands joined for the county' wrote Munro in 1721 in the vain hope of persuading the citizens of
Edinburgh to build an infirmary. Daily prayers as well as the Christian virtue of gratitude were
expected of the patients in Northampton. At Guy's prayers started with 'Bless all the worthy
governors and grant that they may plentifully reap their reward in this life and that which is to
come.' It does not matter whether the motives were self interest or Christian charity-what did
matter was that no one else was prepared to do what the voluntary subscribers did at Northampton
and elsewhere. 'Here are now admitted (says Northampton's first annual report) the poor, sick,
lame and supplied with advice, medicine, diet, washing and lodging and no money gift or reward
is taken of them or their friends.' Compare this with the local authority hospitals of the twentieth
century who did not hesitate to distrain the chattels of those who would not pay for hospital
treatment or care.
Northampton hospital moved from George Row to its present site outside the ditch or
former walls of the town in 1793. It needed more than the eighty beds previously provided but
even more it needed better air and water-the latter to include a steady supply to the brewery,
beer being an essential ingredient of hospital diet. (Real ale campaigners please note!). What
other essential articles of diet as well as what type of medical care was provided in those days can
be gathered from this book.
This splendid Georgian edifice still stands today much as it did in the eighteenth century,
miraculously preserved from the planners and developers.
Dr. Waddy's researches were clearly a labour of love and proud he may well be of a hospital
which was the sixth in order of foundation outside London and in the first twelve in the United
Kingdom including London and Edinburgh. It is senior to such famous foundations as Addenbrookes in Cambridge or the Radcliffe in Oxford. Let us hope it will long remain both as an
example of institutional architecture of the Georgian era and as a tribute to the spirit of man.
H . J. Voss.
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FINEDON OTHERWISE THINGDON
by JoHN L. H. BAILEY
(Dalkeith Press Limited, Kettering. £4.50)

The appearance of another book about Finedon is sure of an eager welcome locally, for
as the Rev. J. P. Beaumont says in his cover-note "Finedon is a place of deep roots and proud
self-conscious identity". Reginald Underwood's The Pageant of Finedon (Fortune Press 1942) has
long been out of print, and second-hand copies are still being sought . .
Not surprisingly, Mr. Bailey's chapter-headings follow closely those of the "Pageant",
but he has delved far more widely and deeply, and the result is a book so detailed that it will
fascinate Finedonians and absorb any reader with a taste for social history.
His Bibliography of Printed Sources occupies three pages, and ranges from Burke's Peerage
to J. D. Coldham's Northamptonshire Cricket 1959. Extensive use is made of the archives of the
Record Office at Delapre and of county newspapers, and in addition there are long extracts ·from
Parish registers, tithe books, and the accounts of the Finedon Overseers of the Poor. The latter
reveal the desperate case of the underprivileged throughout the 18th century, yet indicate that
local care was ~ot lacking.
1715: 'Paid to Goody Coock for dressing Mary Smith's sorres for 2 weakes 2s.Od.' 1771:
'Gave the Dumb Girl4s.Od.', and (very modern-sounding, this) 'Paid for Elizth. Willison for Gin
and a Lemon 9d.' In 1792 it cost the large sum of £4.9s.Od. to cure Eliz. Bosworth of the Venereal
Disease, and I relished an entry of 1755 'Gave William Wilson to go away 2s.Od.'
The early importance of Finedon is revealed by its Danish name of Tingdene ('the
parliament in the hollow') and its first lady of the manor Edith, daughter of the powerful Earl
Godwin and queen of Edward the Confessor. Finedon can boast an impressive Domesday entry
and an astonishing 14th century church, which Pevsner describes as being "exceptionally beautiful
and large". Mr. Bailey makes short work of the notion that the circlet of iron spikes that topped
the monument known as Queen Edith's Cross was her crown-"This is, of course, nonsense",
and.dismisses other beliefs as "fanciful" or "unlikely". Whether his readers will be convinced is
another matter-only the other day I was assured with much head-nodding that a ghostly coachand-horses careers through Banks Park every Christmas Eve!
In the manner of Dr. Percy Scholes our author enlivens his text with occasional dry
'asides'; and, as Father Beaumont points out, "does not conceal from us his own opinions", the
most frequent targets being the Wellingborough Urban District Council and "faceless ecclesiastical authorities".
The Hall was occupied for over 500 years by first the Mulsos, then the Dolbens, and
finally a member of the Mackworth family, who took the name of Mackworth Dol ben. All three
families were linked by marriage, as were the Pauls, the family at the Vicarage throughout the
19th century.
Mr. Bailey is scrupulous in disentangling complicated relationships, deals adequately with
the many distinguished personages, and has a warm regard for the last squire, whose passion for
the neo-Gothic and lavish use of the local iron-stone did so much to give to Finedon such
character as it still possesses. Among the 48 evocative illustrations are several showing buildings
·
for which he was responsible.
We read on p.19 that Thomas Mulso the second, lord of the entire manor by 1569, had
no children, but according to Father Anstruther, S.J. in his history Vaux of Harrowden, he had a
son John, who spent five years at the Jesuit college established by Elizabeth Vaux at Harrow den
in 1600, then went to the Continent to be trained for the priesthood, and eventually became
a Jesuit.
This attractively presented volume is published by the author at Plackett House, Finedon,
is blessed with an index, and should appeal to readers far beyond the boundaries of the parish
of Finedon.
CYRIL B. WILSON.
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Earl Spencer, T.D., M.A., F.S.A., D. LITT.(Hon.)

The 7th Earl Spencer died on June 9, just
after his eighty-third birthday on May 23, 1975.
He was a Vice-President and Trustee of the
Northamptonshire Record Society, and a
Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries. Lord
Spencer succeeded his father in 1922, and was
a County Councillor from 1925 until the recent
reorganisation of local government, when
Aldermen were abolished. He was a magistrate
from 1916 until 1967, and Chairman of the
Northamptonshire General Hospital Board of
Management from 1943 to 1948, - when the
Health Service came into being. He was Chairman of the Northampton and District Hospital
Management Committee from 1948 until 1966.
He was Lord Lieutenant and Custos Rotulorum
of the County from 1952 until 1967. Lord
Spencer was responsible for re-arranging and
calendaring the large collection of archives at

Althorp, and it can safely be said that his
muniment room-to which he afforded access
to scholars-was a model of its kind. He contributed an article to Northamptonshire Past &
Present on Lord Spencer's Garter Embassy to
Wiirtemberg in 1603, and this appeared in
Vol. I, No. 2.
This is not the place to record all Lord
Spencer's contributions to the public and
artistic life of the County, but it may suffice to
quote the words of Colonel Chandos-Pole, his
successor as Lord Lieutenant-"Lord Spencer
became, through his own efforts, as much a
part of county life as the River N ene. He will
be greatly missed and life in Northamptonshire
will never be quite the same now that he and
the much loved Lady Spencer are no longer
with us".

Sir Frederick Villiers Robinson, Bart., M.C.

Sir Frederick Robinson who died on March
19, 1975, was a member of the Northamptonshire Record Society for many years. He was
born on December 4, 1880, and succeeded his
father as lOth Bart. in 1893. The 9th Bart. also
called Frederick, was a clergyman and Rector
of Cranford. His widow (Madeleine Sartoris of
Rushden) considered that it would be a bad
thing for her son to develop pride of family,
and so told him nothing about his ancestry, and
the names of the family portraits even were not
disclosed to him! Sir Frederick, however,
remedied this by studying the pictures, and
finding out all he could about them. He acquired a portrait of Elizabeth, the second wife
of the fourth baronet, which turned out to be
by Allan Ramsey, and a companion to that of
her husband by the same artist.
Sir Frederick lent a photograph of his house,
Cranford Hall, which was used for the cover of
Northamptonshire Past & Present, Vol. III, No.
3, 1962. This number contained an account of
his ancestor, Sir John Robinson, the 1st Bart.
who had the unusual distinction of being Lord
Mayor of London, and Constable of the Tower

at the same time, in the early years of Charles
II's reign. The Robinson muniments were
deposited in the care of the Record Society by
Sir Frederick in 1941 and 1954.
Sir Frederick had a distinguished military
career, serving in the South African War with
the Northamptonshire Militia, transferring
(1902) to a regular battalion of the Northamptonshire Regiment: he was appointed to the
Special Reserve from the 3rd battalion in 1912,
but of course came back to the active list in
1914, serving in France, and being awarded the
Military Cross and the Croix de Guerre. He
commanded the 5th battalion of the Northamptonshire Regiment (Home Guard) in the
second World War until their disbandment.
This was entirely in the family tradition as
Sir George Robinson, the 5th Bart. was c~m
mander of the Kettering Volunteers when
invasion was threatened by Napoleon.
Sir Frederick's son, Michael, predeceased
him, and he is succeeded by his grandson John
Michael, who was born in 1943 and is married
with two sons. His widow (his second wife)
survives him.
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"THE LAST OF THE STAGE COACHES.-On Monday last, Sept. 30th., the Oxford
Coach, which for a number of years has been driven by the coachman so well known on
the road as "Civil John" from Oxford to Northampton, and more recently from Oxford
to the Blisworth Station of the London and North-Western [Railway], was taken off the
road in consequence of the railway from Claydon to Oxford being partially opened."
(Northampton Mercury, 5 October 1850)
After the opening of the main lines of railway, many coaches found useful employment
on cross-country work, often taking passengers to the nearest station on a main line. However,
with the development of a network of branch lines, these coaches were speedily forced out of
service.
The opening of the railway from !slip (near Oxford) to Claydon (Verney Junction) on
1 October 1850 virtually completed the link by rail between Oxford and the main line of the
London & North-Western Railway at Bletchley. Hence the professional demise of "Civil John".
V.A.H.
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The Home of
Scott Bader
W ollaston Hall is the old
setting of one of Northamptonshire's most lively young
industries. Polyester resins,
polymer emulsions and PVC
plasticisers are made in these
beautiful grounds. A communal ownership company
welding past and present in
the service of the future.

SCOTT BADER
Wollaston
Wellingborough
NN9 7RL
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